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IT’S BEEN A LONG TIME since we tamed mfom:at!on about how to wte for these columns. and the changing
Ilure 01 the manuscripts oe~ng submitted for Park Scrence publlcailon lndlcates a need to rebroadcast Ihe
)jectIves and guldelmes
First, the subject matter: Park Scence is dedicated to the circulation throughout the Natlonai Park Service
Information about scientific research that IS recently completed, on-going, or perhaps merely contemplated,
it which I” all c8se.s has Important management rmpitcatnw The question in Ihe minds of all authors should
!’ ~What does all this contribute to better management of the area (or the System)?
Second, the length: Because Park SC&X is limited to 24 pages, four times a year, the editorial board has
creed that only in very exceptional cases shall any article run longer than six. or at most seven. double spaced,
Ied manuscript pages When longer atiicles come m. the edItor has to decide whether to send lhem back for
ltting by the author, to cut them herself, or to turn them down. She would prefer to expand the publication 1o
all the exceflent material thal comes III but alas, lhls is not an option. (So much excellent material was ~backed
? that Park Sc;ence received a first-ever permission to exceed IIs 24.page size -this issue only.)
Third, the “art”: Pholos are welcome, so long as they focus on the research. Pictures taken in the field,
‘owing research process and or findings, are especially welcome if they come in as glossy black and white
Iotas. We can’t use color, so anything that has to be ‘translatefl is an added expense and can always be
unted on to lose a lot in the translation. Tables should be clearly typed and checked. If you have graphs, they
ould be submitted as “PMTB.“This set of initials stands for photomechanical transfer, and it consists of a high
lality, glossy rendition of your graph, done with a commercial type printing camera. It saves your parting with
ecious originals and makes your alticle (and therefore, Park Snence) look its very best. We iIke that.
Fourth, the editorial route: Presumably, no submissions WIIIcome to the Park Scienceeditorial office without
?arance by the Region and whatever park is mentioned. Seldom will the Regional Director need to see your
‘py> but no superintendent should open the pages of ParkSc;enceand have an arlicle about his or her park
me as a complete surprise (let alone a rude shock). We donlllke that. Neither do the superintendents.
That about does it. We’re delighted with the response from all over the System m terms of editorial submwions.
,me Regions are respondlog with more material than others, but every one of you is sending in somethIng,
Id the comments from readers convince us that this way of keeping a farflung field informed and *in touch” IS
good Idea that is working well.
One last caveat to the scientists: Remember, Park Snence IS not a journal. Gear your presentations to the
w?rai audience. and remember that superintendents and their reswrce management staffs, busy and beset,
mt to know right up front - how this piece of research or mtormation is golog to help them manage ther
sponslblllt!es. Keep writing for the journals. ThaIs part of your professional responsibility. Bui remember lhat
u owe it to your prolession to communicate outside the ranks. Park Science is your vehicle.
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Aerial Photos of Land Cover npes
Aid Denali Mining Impact Analysis
By Steven Hunt, Budd Tit&

The Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation
Act (ANILCA), enacted on Dec. 2. 1960, establlshed
new, and extended existing, conservation system
units I” Alaska managed by the National Park Se~ce,
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Swce. Bureau of Land Management, and U.S. Forest Servce. Among other prowions. the act expanded Mount McKinley National
Park and redesignated it as Denali National Park and
Preserve to take in the entire mountain massif and
protect habitat for wildlife and fish populatons on 6
million acres of federal lands.
Addlbonally, ANILCA withdrew federal lands within
National Park System unltsfrom the U.S. mining laws,
subject to valid existing nghts; 317 such claims exist
wthin the Kantlshna Hills portion of Denali NP, north
of the Alaska Range: another 151 claims are concentrated I” the Dunkle Mine area of the park, south of
the Alaska Range. ANlLCAprovidedspec~ficdirection
with respect to these claims by requiring a study of
park and mmeral resource values for both areas, including the environmental consequences of further
mineral development.
In 1962. the Kantishna Hllls’Dunkle Mine study
group, conslstlng of three state and four federal agencies, was created to prepare the required study report.
This study group conducted field investigations in
1982 and 1963 on geology, mining history, mineral
reso”rces. water quality, fish popuiatnns and aquatlc
habitat, salmon spawning, historic resources, wilderness potential, recreational use, wlldllfe habitat, and
large mammal populations, mcludlng the Denali
cmlm herd.
Due to the considerable potential for further mineral
development to cause slgnlflcant effects on the natural and human enwronment. the task assignment I”eluded preparation of a technically adequate EIS. The
National Park Serwe was made the lead agency for
preparing this EIS, and the Environmental Assessment Branch of the NPS Energy, Mining and Minerals
DIVISIONwas given responslbll!ty for producing it.
Preparation began in March 1983 and ended in December 1984.
This article describes a prefect mitlated by the authors in 1983 to identify and map the vegetation and
land co”er types present in the two areas - Kantlshna
Hills and Dunkle Mine. The mapped veqetatton and
land cover types were analyzed relative to existing
and future mining loCatIons and the flndings were
used in the EIS analysis to evaluate alternative management options rangmg from mmeral development
to park reso”rce protection I” both study areas. The
overall purpose was to provide an adequate techmcal
basis for analyzing enwonmental consequences and
enhancing use01 the ElSformlormed deosion-making.
The Kantishna Hills study area, 194,968 acres, lkes

Ralph Root, John Dennis and Garry Waggoner

near Wonder Lake in the north central pofilon of the
park in rugged, low lying hills. The Dunkle Mine study
area, 22,841 acres. lkes along the park’s east boundary south of the Alaska Range near Broad Pass and
east of the West Fork 01 the Chulltna Rivet. (Fig. 1)
Development of Vegetation Classes. Thevegetalion/land cover classlficatlon system adopted for the
study had to reflect the following factors and conStkllltS:

1. The purpose of the vegetation maps was to provide quant!tatlve data on vegetation and cow types
withln the study areas relative to ewting and future
mining locattons.
2. Existing aenal photographs had to be used and
no on-the-ground checking of vegetation and land
cow types was possible.
3. Because of gaps in coverage, both color infrared
(CR) and black-and-white (BW) photos had to be
used.
4. Calculations of the aerial extent of each mapping
class had to be available withln 4 weeks after the
project started.
5. Project team members lacked detailed on-theground knowledge of vegetation types at one or both
study areas.
6. Choice of mapping classes had to reflect a general approach to reduce complexity, minimize the dilference between interpreters. and maximize overall
KWCXy.

The project team considered using an existing system IA Prelknhv
Classrfcation Svsfem for Veaefaton b/Alaska by (/week and Dy&ss, revised as of
1982), but inspection of this system, plus the limtting
factors listed above, led the team to develop a hybridized system that contamed 15 vegetation and land
cover classes and included three levels of density for

forest COW and three shrub classes. AHer reviewing
a large number of ground and low altitude 35mm color
photographs and attempting to interpret them for portions of the study area. the team members found that
even this system was too complex and highly detaIled
to permit accurate and consistentmapping. At this
point the team worked out a new system wth fewer
classes and a more generalized approach.
The new system, with 10 classes, contaIned only
Iwo classes of forest, two classes of shrubs. and SIX
other classes. These ten cwer classes included:
1. Floodplain forest: A tall forest of both coniferous and hardwood tree species with crown cow of
25 percent or more, generally restricted to drainages
within the study area.
2. Upland forest: A medium to low stature forest
on upland s,tes with a total crow” cwer of 25 percent
or more.
3. Tall shrub scrub: This cover type IS lkmited to
shrubs with heights exceeding 5 feet and crown cover
exceeding 25 percent. It occurs from drainage bottom$ to near timberl!ne. often mixed with a lower stature, open shrubland.
4. Low shrub scrub: This corwsts primarily of low
shrubs (less than 5 feet tall) and open areas covered
with grasses and sedges-abundant
on slopes and
benches throughout the area.
5. Alpine tundra: This mapping unit occurs usually above 3000 feet throughout the study areas. Bate
rack and solI are mtermixed with a thin layer of lichens,
dwarf shrubs, forbs, and grasskke plants.
6. Floodplain barren: Active stream floodplains
where flooding occurs frequently and nonvegetated
or sparsely vegetated alluvium (less than 25 percent
cover) predominates.
Continued on next page

Table 1: Summary of Study Area Vegetation and Land Cover Types
Study Area Ve@t@~
KantishnaHills

Class
Floodplain Forest
UpI.& Forest
TallShrubScrub
LowShrubScrub
Alp~neTundra
Floodplain Barren
Upland Barren

4,978
46,792
40.500
71,113
29,752
396
158

Altered
Fire Scar

468
809

Water

(2.61
i24.0)
(20.6)
i365i
(15.3)
(0.2)
(0.1)
(0.2)
(0.4)

-

Total Area

194,968 (100.0)
3

Tpes

(acres - percent)
Dunkle Mine
a7 (0.4)
1,256 (5.5)
11.650 (51.5)
9,312 i40.8j
57 (0.3)
316 (1.4)
23
-

(0.1)

139 (0.6)
22,641 (100.0)

Denali
Continued from previous Paw
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7. Upland barren: This Includes bare rock outcrops, talus, colluwm, and bare soil (all naturally occurnng) wth overall cove, less than 25 percent “agetation.
6. Altered: This mapp$ng unit describes a,ea$
where vegetation has been stripped by human action
and less than 25 percent vegetative cover is IeH. It is
most common wtthin floodplains along drainages
where placer mining has occurred.
9. Fire scar: This cove, type represents areas
showing on the photos as recently burned, regardless
of original cove, types. Mapping this ephemeral type
in certain locations does not imply that historic burns
are limited to these a,eas.
This project involved three phases of data development: (1) photo interpretation, (2) transferring information to a base map, and (3) area determinations
of vegetation and land cove, types.
Interpretation of Aerial Photographs. Succes-

sive pairs of overlapping photos rstereo pairs’) we,e
set up and viewed through stereoscopes, thereby
creating a three dimensional model of topography and
surface throughout the study area. Cover type boundaries we,e drawn on one photograph “member” of
each stereo pair. Each completed photograph then
was matched with adjoining photos to ensure consistency of Interpretation. In some cases, minor adjustments were necessary to match exactly interpretive
patterns from photo lo photo. This adjustment was
especially important, since interpretation 1s a somewhat subjective procedure and, at various times. four
different interpreters were worklng on the project. Thts
process was repeated for successive sle,eo pairs and
flight lines until land cove, interpretation had been
completed for both study areas. During the process of
warpretatlon. each interpreter frequently compared
his work with the other interpreters on the project lo
awra uniformity. The relative consistency between

interpreters was confirmed by the minimal amount of
adjustment that was required where the work of two
interpreters merged.
The Kantishna Hills area interpretation required use
of three flight lines of aerial photos. Two consisted of
CIR photos taken August 1981 at a scale of about
1.60,000: the third flight consisted of BW photos taken
July 1951 at approximately 1:52,000. The scale varw
atloo between the flight lines required an adjustment
m the we of the minimum mapping unit (which was
the smallest acreage that, by common agreement,
could be considered a dlstinti vegetation type). It also
necessliated some extra work in matching sldelap
interpret&n.
The Dunkle Mine a,ea was covered
entirely by one fltght line of CIR photos (July 1960,
1:60,000).
Transferring Vegetation and Land Cover Data.
The next step involved transfemng to a suitable base
map the land cove, inform&n drawn on the aerial
photos. In ih!s case, the interpreted data were drawn
onto a series of U.S. Geological Survey 163,360
quadrangle map sheets, usng a Bausch and Lomb
stereo zoom transfer scope. Preliminary transfer was
made to paper copies and final transfer went on a
stable base mylar format of the 1:63,36Oquad maps.
Determining the Area of Vegetation and Land
Cover Types. The total acreages of all vegetation
and land cove, categories found in each study area
were calculated using a Tales digitizing tablet coupled
to a Tektrorxk 4054 compute, terminal. The calculation results are shown in Table 1.
Results and Discussion
In the Kantlshna HIII study area, the commonest
cover type is low shrub scrub (Table 1). Upland forest
and tall shrub scrub are prevalent too. FloodplaIn
forest IS present in smaller amounts, while remaining
cove, types are much less common. In the Dunkle
Mine area, tall shrub scrub is most prevalent, followed
by low shrub scrub; forest types are less common
than in the Kantishna Hills. In both areas. altered land
COW is the least common class of all surface cove,
types.
The vegetation and land cove, classes developed
for these areas are generalized, compared lo other
vegetation classifications used in Alaska. However,
the resulting maps provide greater detail than any
Continued on next papc
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other known maps of the study areas. and met the
need for estimating quanlilatwely how much of each
land covet type would be aflectec by each land “se
alternative considered in the EIS.
Although this approach was generalized, because
of the abbreviated project deadlines and the InabilIty
of the study team to make onsite verifications, it did
provide sufticlent discriminative ability to show, for
example, that placer mining in the Kantishna area
would occur disproportionately in the floodplain forest
cover type (3% of the Kantlshna study area. 12% of
which would be affected) and in the tall shrub scrub
covering 21 percent of the Kantishna study area, 6
percent of which would be affected.
Summary
The vegetation maps produced from this study provide suffictent detail to make the general calculations
and comparisons of cover types needed lor quantitative evaluations of the impacts that could be expected
from various mimng program alternatives. However,
because of the generalized nature of the cover types
and the lack of ground truthing, the maps are not
suitable for use in detailed wildlife habitat surveys,
plant ecology studies, or other more specialized uses.
Hunt ;s a Resource Protection Spewlist with the
Env;ronmentalAssesSntBranchofthe
NPS Washington Office (WASO), Energy, Mimng and Minerals
D;v;s;on; Tit/ow IS an Ecolog;st, Root a G&g&t,
and
Waggoner a Botanist w;th the NPS WAS0 Geographic
Information Systems F/e/d i/nil (Denver), and Denms
;s Ch;ef of the Terrestrial and Aquatic ResOurCeS
Branch, Biological Resources Division, WASO.
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Dogwood Anthracnose Fungus
Threatens Catoctin Mt. Park
By Mantred Mietke and Keith Langdon
Catoctin Mountain Park IS a 5,770 acre unit located
in the Blue Ridge mountains of north central Maryland. The park contains forests, trout streams and
mountam vistas which attract approximately % million
visitors annually.
A major management objective of Catoctin Mountain Park is to protect or rehabilitate the native
species. natural leatures and processes of the Park
and to maintain the natural abundance, diversity and
ecologtcal Integrity of wildlife and plant populations.
Flowering dogwood (Cornus flonda) is a small, deciduous tree that occurs over most of the eastern
United States. It is abundant on the rich, welt-drained
slopes of the Park where it may form an understory
canopy. At many locations, it is the only understory
species present Prolific flower and fruit production
occurs where signifvxnt amounts of sunlight permit.
Dogwood flower in Apr!l and the red outlets ripen in
October; the seeds usually germinate the following
spring. Many spews of birds and mammals feed on
the fruits and aid in their dispersal. Large trees are 6
to 10 inches in diameter at breast height-about 60
to 90 years old.
The spring blossoms and red to scarlet autumn
foliage attract visitors from the Washington. DCIBaltimove corridor and the Park has been host to the First
Family at Camp Dawd. The dogwoods, which contnbute significantly to the beauty and privacy of this
unique site are being threatened by dogwood anthracnose.
Dogwood anthracnose was first reported in the New
York area in the mid-1970s. and was initiallv confused
among several fungi taxa. Further study revealed the
fungus associated with dogwood dieback and mortality to be Discula sp., probably in the D. umbtinella
complex.
Symptoms are first noticed as a small purple leaf
spot, later forming larger tan awas with purple rims.
The fungus may infect additional leaf surface area
causing the leaf to curl and eventually die. The fungus
also infectstwigs, killing them from the tips back, tum-

Table 1. Dogwood

Dogwood twig on a dying tree shows dark ies~ons
caused by anthracnose rnfecbon. The white waterspots are fungicrde.

stems per acre by dieback class
Dieback Class

Total ic
Stems
per ACE
WA)

Percent
Of
Total
w

Standard
EWC.1
(SE)

132

32

33

52i39

37:26

13:to

9: 7

g:7

l-<2”

05

21

16

30.35

23~27

22:25

7: 0

4: 4

0: 0

2-<3”

104

25

13

37.35

IO;10

Wi10

30.29

0; 0

oi 0

3-<4”

66

16

9

13i20

9i14

II;17

15.23

15.23

2; 3

>4”

23

6

7

7:30
:

5.22
:

1; 4
:

410

100

51

:
66:17

:
41:lO

:
15: 3

Size
CkJSS
11”
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ing them tan and dry These symptoms generally start
in the lower crown and progress up the stem, resulting
in the initial common description as a lower branch
dieback. Eventually, all branches become infected
and die. Epicormic branches (trunk sprouts) frequently occur on diseased stems which are then attacked back to the main stem, causmg stem infections. Numerous stem inlecttons often coalesce to ktll
the main branch.
The fruiting body (acervulus) of Disc& sp. can
overwinter on fallen leaves, on leaves that remain
attached through the winter. and on twigs. As more

are available from the editor at the address
shown on the masthead.
Total

6

0

1

SlAi”S’A%
’

2: 9
:
:
134:33

2

3

S/A;%?;%

4il7
:
:
83:20

4117
:
:
69:17

4

5

SIA;%?A;%
12:9

ReSUltS

Dogwood was present throughout the survey area.
The mean number of stems per acre greater than 4.5
leet tall was 410. Of these, 32 percent were less than
1 inch dbh. 21 percent were l--2’: 25 percent were
Y-3, 16 percent were 3”.4”, and 6 percent were
greater than c (Table I).
Nearly 33 percent of all stems measured were dead
(decline class 0). Only 3 percent of stems were completely free of symptoms (decline class 5). Sixtyseven percent of all stems less than 1”dbh were dead
or nearly so (decline classes 0 and I). Forty-!hree
percent of all stems ~4” were below decline class 3,
01 had more than 50 percent of their foliage alfected.
Plots whtch had a larger number of stems per acre
exhibltedthemost mortality and severityof Infection.

Anthracnose lesion on a diseased dogwood leaf is
poinledoul by pen The white wateispots are lungicide.
individuals become infected, the inoculum potential
increases to the point where virtually not a angle stem
can escape attack. Decltning dogwoods have been
noticed from southeastern New York, southern Connecticut, northern New Jersey and eastern Pennsylvan~a since 1977 (Daughtrey 1983). When first detected at Catoctin Mountain Park in 1983, it was the
furthest south that dogwood anthracnose had been
reported, although northern West Virginia and Virginia
now have confirmed infections.
Dmuia sp. has been isolated from leaf spots and
twig and branch cankers. Leaf spots and twig cankers
have been produced by maculating 6olates onto
healthy trees. The pathogen was then reisolaled from
infected tissue, confirmlng D~scula sp. as the causative organism (Hibben, Daughlrey and Hudler 1984).
The epidemiology of this disease is not fully understood; however, cool moist spring weather promotes
abundant conidial production which, m turn, mtensifies the disease and allows it to spread. It ISthought
that environmental conditions causing winter bum and
mummer drought trigger dogwood anthracnose development (Daughtry, 1984 and Pirone. 1980). Dogwoods are very shallow-rooted and thus susceptible
to drought. No previous record of a foliar disease has
been reported to kill flowering dogwood. Trees killed
above ground by anthracnose do not resprout.
Methods
A ground survey was conducted in late June and
early July 1984 Seventeen survey plots were placed
randomly throughout the Park where dogwood populations occur. Each plot consisted of a strip cruise 330
leet long by 8 25 feet wide (5 x ,125 chains). Data
were collected on all dogwood stems greaterthan 4.5
feet tall wtthln the strip. Each stem was placed mtoone
of 5 size classes (cl’: 1.~2: 2.~3: 3-cp. and zr)
based on its diameter at 4.5 feet. Each stem was
rated for severity of dieback according to the folIowIng
rating system Dieback class 0 = Dead; Dieback
class 1 = >75 percent of foliage affected; Dieback
class 2 = 51.75 percent of lollage affected, Dieback
class 3 = 26-50 percent of foliage affected; Dieback
class 4 = 1.25 percent of foliage affected: and
Dieback class 5 = Healthy.

Discussion
The disease has been active at Catoctin Mountain
Park lor several years. In a separate plot of 57 Individual trees, ratedfor3years, the decline class ratings
for all live trees dropped two levels per year over this
period. If this is indicative of disease progress. nearly
all dogwoods ~nthe Park will bedead wIthIn Jyears.
While the greatest number of healthy individuals
were in the ~1” size class, those were primarily in
areas with fewer stems per acre. In general, the larger
stems in any one area were consistently m better
condltlon than the smaller stems. This possibly relates
to the positron of larger trees in the middle Stratum of
the forest, an area more likely to be aerated, thus
drying foliage and reducing susceptibility of attack.
lndivlduals nearer the forest floor would be more subject to the moist spring conditions that appear to be
more favorable to anthracnose.
As might be expected of a newly described pest
species, several cribcal points need further study. Little research has been done on the epidemiology of
the disease and more information is needed before
d&live
conclusions concerning control can be
reached.
The origin of this fungus is still unknown; it may be
a non-native species spreading from a port 01 entry
for the first time. If so, the Impacts on the flowering

These never gof starfed - dogwocd saplings killed
byanthracnoseaf Calocbn Mountain Parkin May/and.
7

dogwood can be both widespread and long-lasting.
In a parallel development, a similar disease affecting
the Pacific Dogwood (Cornus nuitallkj has been reported from the Puget Sound Region (Davidson 2nd
Byther, 1984). It is also quite possible that the lungus
is a native orgasm that has gone unnoticed, reaching epidemic proportions only after a complex set of
climatic events has occurred. Although flowering dogwood leaves are very high m calcium (Hepttng. 1971),
the affect of acid preclpltation and other pollutants, if
any, IS unknown.
Regardless of the cause. the loss of most dogwoods in Catoctin Mountain Park will mean signlflcant
changes in forest mlcroclimatology, wildlife density
and recreational enjoyment for several decades to
come.
Management Alternatives
for Dogwood Anthracnose
1) No aclion: This will likely result m the shorl-term
loss of nearly all flowering dogwood in the park.
Should the disease go into remission soon, chances
are the larger, healther mdivlduals will suNive and
provide enough seed for the long-term restoration of
flowering dogwood.
2) Sanrtahon: Badly diseased individuals probably
cannot be saved, and due to the sheer number of
trees involved this alternative is limited to developed
zones. All dead and severely infected dogwood
should be cut, removed and burned. On less Infected
individuals, any dead and heavily infected limbs
should be pruned (during dry weather), removed from
the area and burned. All epicormic branches should
be pruned smce they are very succulent and suceptible to Infection. Where practical. foliage on the ground
should be gathered and burned.
3) Applkxtion of funginde: The most susceptible
period to infection by Disc& sp. is in the spring during
and after budbreak. During dry periods, try to achieve
complete coverage of foliage with any of several fungicides registered for anthracnose fungi. This must
be repeated at regular 7-10 day intervals (or more
oHen if it IS ramy) and should be continued until leaves
have fully expanded. The best control will beachieved
Continued on next page
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II spring weather IS warm and dry
4) IntegrafedPesf Management: Probably the best
control is the combination of sanitation together with
lungicide application in conjunction with continued
monitoring of disease conditions. In addition, fertilizer
applied in the fall after dogwood has hardened off
together with water during dry periods in the summer
will better enable dogwood to resist killing infections.
This type of mtense effort can only be undertaken lor
a relatively small number of trees. A strategy for parks
with a severe problem would be to protect accesslbie
dogwoods scattered throughout the unit, thereby hastening natural redlsbursal.
Daughfrey, M.L. 1963. Lower Branch Dleback, A
New Disease of Northeastern Dogwoods. Phyiopath
73:365.
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Daughtrey, M.L. 1964. Anthracnose of Flowermg
Dogwood. Home Horticultural Facts. Cooperative Exlens~on, Cornell Universrty SUNY, USDA. 4 pp.
Davidson, R. Jr., and Byfher, R. 1964. Cooperative
Extension, College of Agriculture, Washington State
University, Pullman, Washington, Bulletin #097X
Hepting, G.H. 1971. Diseases of Forest and Shade
Trees of the United Slates. USDA - Forest Service.
Agricultural Handbook #X36. p. 141.
Hibben, C.. Daughtrey, M.L., and Hudler, G. 1964.
Report to the 25th Northeast Forest Pathology Workshop Orono. Maine, May 22-24, 1964.
M;elke is a Plant Pathologist with the USDA Forest
Seivice, NE Area State and Pfivate Foreshy;
Langdon ;s NPS Resource Management Ranger al
Catocfin Mountain Park.
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Natural Resources
Goes to the Movies
Two videotapes on important natural resource topICShave recently been developed for use as training
materials for field personnel.
Integrated Pest Management in the National Parks
is the subject of a 15 minute traimng videotape
prepared by the Biological Resources Diviston and
the Albright Training Center. The video discusses key
IPM prvxiples and techniques, Including setilng
threshold levels, monitoring. and using natural parasites. predators, or pathogens lo control the pest
population. The video then hlghlights varmus NPS
units which have successfully implemented IPM programs.
The IPM video is part of a nalural resources
trainina oroaram bein4 develoDed bv Dow Morris
and S;e’Toole at Albrbht Training C&r.
ihis program will provide orientaljon to NPS employees on
resource management topics Including ecological
pnnciples, laws and policy, research. monitoring, and
communications. The program is designed for use at
the park and IS presented through a variety of media
including film, video. and workbook. The program will
be available for park use in Spring or Summer 1966.
The NPS Geographic Information Systems Field
Unit and the WAS0 Training Division recently collaborated on a 25minute training videotape on the
Sew~ce’s Geographic Information Systems (GIS) program. The video provides a basic introduction to the
GIS technology; reviews how a GIS can typically be
used to support park management, planning, and
operations activities; and outlines the sewices the
GIS Field Unit can provide to parks in developing and
implementing their GIS. The video also focuses on
four Veal-Ida” examples of parks where a GIS already
IS I” use.
For more information about the Introduction to
Resources Management program, contact Doug
Morris, Albright Training Center, 60X536-2691.
For more mformalion about the IPM videotape.
contact your Regional IPM Coordinator or Galy
Johnston, Servicewide IPM Coordinator at FTS 34%
6130.
For mole information on the GIS videotape, contact
Phil Wondra, Geographic Information Systems Field
Unit. FTS 776.7939.

‘Green Sickness’ Prevention
And Control In Oregon Caves
By Tom Atey, Director
Ozark Underground Laborat
Protern, Missour; 65733
II you were to go to Lascaux Cave in France, a
world-famous site 01 prehistoric cave paintings, you
would find the cave closed to visitation. It IS closed
because 01 the *M&die V&e” (the green sickness).
which affects, to varying degrees, almost all electrically lighted caves visited by the public. The green
sickness is the exotic growth of algae and moss on
cave sudaces. In Lascaux Cave, the growth (which
largely consisted of a green alga) was covering and
destroying the prehistoric cave paintings, so to protect the resources, Lascaux Cave is no longer lighted
and is closed to the public.
Oregon Caves National Monument is located in
the Klamath Mountains of southwestern Oregon. The
site became a National Monument in 1909, and the
caves, which have been electrically lighted and
toured for many years, have been dramatically affected by the green sickness. Post cards available at
the Monument commonly show greenish speleothems (cave formatlow); their natural colors are
whites, grays, and earth tones.
Plant growth in caves is not simply a visual impact.
Algae and moss can seriously damage speleothems.
If the growth IS allowed to pewst, speleothem surfaces are etched and dissolved by plant growth. and
in places, the surfaces of speleothems are turned to
a @lo-like substrate by algal attack.
Research on natural resource problems in National Parks often seems to be independent of
construction and other activities which may be related
to the problems. This was not the case at Oregon
Caves. In late 1964 we began studies on exotic plant
growth and methods of preventing and controling it
in Oregon Caves. Our investigations were prompted
by three factors First, we had conducted a major
study m 1983.64 of exotic plant growth in Carlsbad
Caverns, New Mexico where we were able to determine quantitatively the light intensity thresholds
below which plant growth was greatly reduced and
commonly prevented. These findings suggested that
exotic plant growth studies should be a part of
planning for new cave lighting systems. The second
factor was that new electrical systems were being
planned for Oregon Caves Monument and its caves
and the contract to do this work had been let. The
third factor was good communications, both within
the Pacific Norlhwest Region and between that region and the SouthweSt Region, which led to recognition of the potential appltcability of the C&bad
Caverns study to Oregon Caves.
The flora of the naturally dark portions of Oregon
Caves is large and diverse. To date, we have lound
MO species of ferns, 11 speoes of moss, and,
(including species reported by St. Clair et al, 1961).
51 different algae. It seems likely that, with more
collecting, we would lmd that the Oregon Caves flora
consists of more than 100 different species.
In Oregon Caves, about 15 percent of the areas
covered by visible plant growih supporls mature
moss; another 10 percent supports moss protonema.

About 40 percent of the visible plant growih areas
suppotis blue-green algae, and about 35 percent
supports green algae. Diatoms, which are very small
and generally do not cover large areas, are present
in about half the samples of algae and moss protonema.
Substrates exeti major influence on the extent
of plant growth in Oregon Caves; the following
generalizations apply:
A. Plant growth is greater on wet or very moist
surfaces than on damp or nearly dry surlaces. Most
surfaces I” Oregon Caves are at least damp for part
of the year.
B. Plant growth is greater on weathered
speleothem surfaces and on surfaces coated wth
moonmilk than on firm speleothem surfaces.
C. Plant growth is greater on muddy speleothems
and muddy marble than on clean and solid
speleolhems and marble.
D. Plant growth is greater on lint “globs” and clay
worms than on adjacent lint and clay worm-free
surfaces. This difference is most noticeable on firm
spalethem or marble surfaces.
E. Plant growth is greater on relabvely flat surfaces than on steeply inclined surfaces, and greater
on steeply inclined surfaces than on cave ceilings.
F. Plant growth is greater on broken margins of
trail materials than on firm trail surfaces.
Clay worms are cwing. tubular clay deposits
which are scattered about on many surfaces in
Oregon Caves. They are typically lass than an inch
long, and, based on limited samples, they consist Of
about 70 to 75 percent muscovite. with the balance
being quartz. The worms typically have lint and algae
associated with them.
Clay worms appear to be an unnatural feature of
the caves. related to human actions, and tied to three
unnatural conditions in the caves:
A. A~rtlow caused by the construction of new entrances. tunnels, and passage excavations which
moves tremendous volumes of air, dust, pollen, and
other air-contaminants from the surface into the cave
B. Visitation of the cave, which introduces lint,
hair, an other similar materials into the cave, providing substrates and nutwnts favorable for plant
growth.
6. Electric lkghts needed for cave touring, that
cause plant growih on the clay wortns. Plant growlh
may ba associated with the development and/or
enlargement of clay worms.
Many of our investigations
in Oregon Caves
focused on light Intensity. We found at least some
visible plant growth associated with all fixed lights in
Oregon Caves. There does not appear to be a
particular light intensity that maximizes plant growth
in Oregon Caves, since abundant growth occurs
over as wide a range of light intensities as 26 to
164 foot-candles. At least some “spov plant growth
occurs at favorable sites where light intensities are
as low as 2.5 foot-candles. (A foot-candle is the light
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mtens~ty of one standard candle at one foot’s dlstance.)
Mature mosses are particularly destructive to
speleothems. Based upon our data, it appears that
matuw mosses will be rare in areas receiving less
than about 6 foot-candles of light. Our data also
show that, if light mtensities are controlled to
minimize mature moss growih, then fern growlh also
will be controlled.
Approximately 65 percent of plant growth now
found in Oregon Caves could be prevented if light
intensities reaching moist surfaces did not exceed
4 loot-candles. For ideal plant growih prevention on
sensitive cave features, light mtensitles at these
features should not exceed 2.5 foot-candles.
It appears to ba neither possible nor feasible to
prevent all exotic plant growth in Oregon Caves.
Some plant growth will become established and
must be controlled. We found that a 5.25 percent
sodium hypochlorite solution (bleach) is the best
plant control agent in Oregon Caves. The use of
bleach is far super~ot to the use of germicidal lights,
herbicides, or other potential control agents. Bleach
solutions of less than 5.25 percent sodium hypochlorite did not produce acceptable kills of exotic plants
in Oregon Caves; solutions with greater concentrations do not appear necessary We found that sodium
hypochtorite solutions of the recommended concentration seldom if ever alter the color of speleothems.
However, careful examination of areas to be treated
and areas that have been treated is prudent and is
recommended. since some generally rare cave leatures might suffer c&r changes.
Two prmcipal ways in which plant growth in Oregon
Caves can be minimized and prevented are:
A. By careful control of the intensity duration, and
location 01 the cave lighting.
B. By frequent and routine control of any plant
growth that does become established.
We have worked closely with Dick Fay of Englneering and Design Asswiates of Tigard, Oregon (the
lighting contractor) to establish criteria for the intenscty, duration, and location of cave lighting. This work
Included several days spent together in Oregon
Caves, data from our studies, and visits to three
other caves with widely varying lighting systems.
(Wind Cave and Jewel Cave [both NPS units in
South Dakota] and Blanchard Springs Caverns in
Arkansas [a U.S. Forest Service show cave].)
Lighting systems lor show caves are routinely
designed to prowde for good interpretation and
adequate visitor safety. The new lighting system for
Oregon Caves will exiend beyond these aims in that
it also will be designed to protect cave resourcas
from exotic plant growth and its associated damage.
Such an approach could set a precedent for new
lighting systems in other NPS caves. To paraphrase
the “A-Team.” I love it when a plan comes together,
and when the research is done at the right time and
is integrated into the plan.

letters

New Technology
Allows Counting
Of Cave Visitors

surface of its overall potential. Many caves 01 internal
portions of caves are gated simply due to a lack of
information concerning use levels. Additionally, many
use limits placed on caves are somewhat atbltrary
due to the impossibility of obtaining accurate data as
to numbers DI cave users in specific area.s or passages. The possibilities for further usas include cave
search and rescue operations - the tracking of a
group or an individual through use of the time and
date information.
You may say, “all this sounds well and good but
nobody is willing to lug a monitoring device miles into
a cave and then be faced with its constant maintenance and service.” This is one of the real values of
the Spelogger. It was developed by a war, familiar
with the cave environment and the logistical problems
of cave travel. The Spelogger is about the size of a
small box of Velveeta cheese, weighs 15.5 ounces
including its four AA alkaline banenes. which will
power the device for over 200 days and enable II to
record up to 2,048 events (triggedng of the photocell).
The photodetector has a minimum sensitivity of .OOOl
foot-candle which amounts to the light from a
flashlight on the far side of a large cave room and the
clock is a crystal-controlled oscIIla1or, accurate to i
0.005% (14 minutes in 200 days).
But perhaps the most anractive thing about the
Spelogget is that it was developed entrely through
volunteer efforts. The researcher, Rod Russell, who
works as an engineer at an Arkansas Power and
Light nuclear power station, was attracted to Buffalo
National River by his boyhood love for Finon Cave
and by the avallab!lity of data from a National Park
Service-administered pemxt system, which could be
used to check the devu& accuracy during field
testing. Another attraction was the Buffalo National
River’s volunteer research program, which grants
volunteer researchers special privileges such as use
of a backcountry cabin for an overmght facility, and
use of some access roads otherwise used for administrative purposes only.
We are pleased to have parlicipated in the development of this technology. The Spelogger. an exciting
new development in the realm of cave use monitoring, promises to be a building block for future cave
management programs.

After reading the alticle on the design of nature
reserves by Quinn, van Fitper, Karban, Robinson and
Hamson in the last issue of Park Scfefxe. I felt II
important to comment on several aspects of their
study. The question of reswve we IS very Important,
particularly in tropical and developing countries. We
therefore have to be careful in our design of studies
and in our evaluation of their results.
Quinn et al may not be realistically approaching
the problem with their small study plots in a sheep
pasture. A 2 m2 plot IS much smaller than any normal
reserve design and is really analyzing diversity patterns at a very local scale. The authors seam to be
rediscovering a well-known phenomenon in plant
ecology - that a series of small plots scattered
~NOSS a site wll contain more species than a single
large plot of the same total area. A second problem
with this aspect of the study is their use of grassland.
Many grassland species are good invaders and are
disturbance tolerant, as are the marme inteltIdal
organisms of their second experiment It remains to
be seen if they are replicating the processes of
isolation that influence larger preserve areas or if the
types of organisms are representative of extinction
prone speaes.
Qumn et al are claw to reality in their investigation
of islands and of actual national parks, but there ate
also some problems here. They do not seem to
consider the difference between comparing a series
of small parks that are in the same region with a large
park from the same area and comparisons that are
between regions that may have widely differing patterns of diversity and habitats. The example of comboning Redwoods, North Cascades and Big Bend
and then comparing it to Yellowstone is totally unfair
because the former three parks are from such different zoogeographic areas and one automatically will
increase diversity by summing checklists of parks
from different regions. A more realistic question is: if
Yellowstone were 25 percent of its present size or dtd
not occupy the entire basin, how many species of
large mammals would it support?
Ron Miller, Peter White and I recently sent a
manuscript la Bfolog&# Conservation (its fate is still
unknown) that suggests for rare plants in the Southam Appalachians a series of small preserves is less
expensive per species preserved, but IS probably nol
as biologically desirable as a large core reserve
surrounded by a selected group of smaller resarvas.
The models were ConstruCted not just with species
lists but also with distribution data. Although I think
the work of Quinn et al will make a valuable contribution to our understanding of biogeographic pmcesses, they need to be cautious about drawing conclusions about patterns on one scale from data collected
at another.
Susan P. Branon,Coordinator
NPS Cooperalive Research Unit
U of Ga. Institute of Ecology
Athens, GA 30602

Chancy is Resource Management Specialist at
Buffalo National f&r

Editor9 Note: A fuller treatment of the BraftonNwIIfwWhfte work in th1.s area w;f/ be carded in the
Spring 1986 mue of Park Sctence.

By Steve W. Chaney

Somewhere in the depths of Arkansas’ longest
cave system an aye awaits, silent and motionless,
peering down the cold stone and mud corridor, walling for the approach of an unsuspecting cave visitor.
The creature to which this eye belongs is not really
an unfrrendly chap. The eye is made of black rubber
silicon and printed circuitry and is attached by a small
cord 10the creature’s body. The creabxa is a creation
called *Spelogger.”
The Spelogger is a recent innovation, developed
by a volunteer cave researcher at Buffalo National
River. Its sole purpose IS to lie in wait, in remote and
often inhospitable cave passages, for the approach
of a light source - usually from a cave<s helmet. This
light triggers the photoelectric “eye” sending an impulse to the Spelogger which records the time and
date in 11s electronic memory Once tdggered, the
photocell does not reset itself until several minutes
after the light source(s) has passed, which, in effect,
creates a record of the time and date that any
individual or group of cavers pass the device.
This may sound like a simple concept; however.
several unsuccesstul and costly attempts have been
made to develop a method to obtain just such data.
While the market for such a device may be limited by
the number of organizations responsible for cave
management, the applications within this circle are
almost limitless.
Several million dollars have been spent in recent
years by agenws such as the National Park Service,
US. Fish and Wildlife Service and the Bureau of
Land Management to pm&t habitat utilized by endangered bat speaes. This protection often wnsists
of fencing or gatlng caves, or sometimes simply
purchasing the propedy and implementing a voluntary permit system, prohibiting cave visitation during
perhods when bats use the caw. Bat caves ate
notoriously remote and difficult to access. therefore,
linle more than a guess can be made as to the
effectiveness of these protective measures. This
huqe investment with no means to measure the
action’s eflect is of great concam to managers of
such caves.
Using the Spelcgger, absolute data may be obtained showing if and when any violations of cave
closures have occurred. Managers may then react in
a reasonable and more effective, oxI and manpower
etficient manrw to couect any problem. With Ihe
time and date information, investigative adion may
be taken which at best is likely to identify violators or
at least will allow determination of periods in which
enforcement atiivities should be concentrated. Such
data might also provide information necessary to
determine whether or not more drastic and expensive
measures such as cave fences or gates are necessary.
Use of the Spelogger to s&e problems related to
endangered bat caves may be only scratching the

The Spelogger, compact, light and durable, was
developed by D. R. Russell, Volunteer Cave Researcher at Buffaio National River /t promises to be
a valuable tool in cave resource management.
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How to Handle Water Data
Without Getting Drowned
By Richard lnglis
As natural resource managers in the National Park
Service, we’ve all encountered water quality reports
or technical information that for some reason is not
put to use. Perhaps we don’t know enough about the
subject to use it properly, 01 perhaps it doesn’t apply
to current projects. Yet the report contains valuable
information that could be essential to resowce management. Too often, that piece of information becomas lost in a file or on a bookshelf, rarely to ba
used and ultimately lo be discovered too late and
discarded. The purpose 01 this alticle is to help prevent the -lost value’ of goad Information.
Factors that can contribute to this regrettable “lost
value,” begin with the reader, who may not have sufficient technical knowledge for understanding content
meaning. The information may become buried in piles
ol papers or misplaced I” the files, or be stored in a
computer where it is inaccessible 01 incorrectly filed.
A user may simply be intimidated, confused, or frustrated by computers. Most of us have experienced
these and other situations that interfere with access
to information.
Acquiring

Information

TIY to keep data acquisition to a minimum and manage il diligently. Your objective is to organize information into a hierarchical structure, with you on top of
the pyramid of knowledge where the encompassing
ideas are found.
Each successive level downward should add information until the bottom level is reached, with its broad
base of super-detail and quantity of datum. The intervening levels are blends of theory and facts such as
report summaries and research syntheses. Raw data
are used when there is a dislincl need. Get data from
the lower levels 01 the pyramid only when Ihe project
calls for il. If there is an honest gap, then develop a

study or resource monitonng program lo acquire the
needed data. Keepinglhefollowingfourpointsin
mind
also will help with information management:
1. Know what you need As a natural resowx manager, keep a broad knowledge of the hydrologic cycle
in mind. Know basic ecological and watershed principles and relationships. Try to generally understand
the regulatory framework in your state and how significant federal laws apply. Don’t memorize all the constituents of water quality Don’t try to understand the
details of groundwater movement. Don’t worry about
statute numbers affecting discharges into rivers.
There are specralists who have this information and
who keep the appropriate reference books.
2. Know where to get it. In your own park and in your
regional office, learn how each outfit is organized so
that you know who is responsible for which categories
of information. In larger park units, good sowxs of
water supply information are in engineering, maintenance, and public health&sanitation divisions. Learn
what the various divisions of the NPS do and how
they keep records. The Waler Resources Division in
Ft. Collins is in an excellent posilion lo assist park
areas in remote localions in salis~ing their information needs. Besides Ihe NPS structures, university
libraries and federal depositories have good collections of technical reports. Most major libraries can tap
into water rasou~ca. environmental or geolcgical
abstracts through computer searches. Other federal
agencies are often the primary source of water quality
and quantity data, although it may take several attempts to locate the right person in the right place
who can really help you.
The EPA and the Water Resources Division 01 the
USGS are good statling places and are often listed
in the telephone direclories of large cities. The EPA
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regmnal offices all have diviswns that collect. store,
and assess water aualitv data. and the USGS Water
Resources Division hasoffices in every State (many
states have several offices). However, when pursuing
information from such agencies, it is important to be
persistent as it may take several calls 10 find the department that handles wafer data. Be prepared 10
communicate exactly the information you seek so that
the agency can more effecdvely direct you to Ihe person(s) who can help you.
3. Know how to get it. Be persistent. Learning where
to gel the right information may be time consuming
at first but will save time in the long run. If you seek
hard data, find out in what format it comes and
whether interpretation and analysis is available. Inquire about the various means 01 transmittal. With
data reV!evals done by computers, you will need to
know what kind of computer hook-up is needed. Remember to secure the provider’s name, complete address, and phone number so you can contact him or
herwithanyquestionsandfollowupwithathankyou.
4. Know who can help you. One potenlial source is
an experienced person in your own park who may
have done a similar project. In addition. the NPS
Waler Resources Division has specialisls that are
available to help with water problems. Media vehicles
such as ParkScience and the George Wright Forum
highlight (he work of other NPS scientists, some of
whom may be conducting projects of interest to you.
Some state governments have an environmental
clearinghouse that can guide you through hurdles that
may appear at the local level. In time you will have a
network of individuals able to help you obtain information quickly and with minimum effolt. Stay friendly
with your network you may need help agam
Categorizing Information
Incorporate into your work-life small habits thal organize information. Use of Index cards in a file box
is an old standard that works, but it needs regular
attention. Folders can be used sparingly in your desk
for bibliographtes. research systems. etc. Use the
existing record-keeping system to your advanlage to
organize the bulk of the paperwork thal has more to
do with governmental procedure than scientificvalue.
Although some things can be filed, most official NPS
correspondence IS sent to the National Archives
through the NPS records management. Spend a minute thinking on each piece of information you deal
with: does it get you higher on the knowledge pyramid
or down in a mire of details? The following are some
tips for making this distmction:
- Much information can be discarded if you sea no
critical value in it. For example, circulars, catalogs,
flyers, announcements. product promotions, news releases, reviews, etc. can be routed to others who
need to seethemormay beinterested intheircontenl.
If no one else needs to keep such material, you can
feel safe in discarding it.
- Some information should be filed in the record system for a certain period of time (such as one year).
For example, memos, correspondence, budget material. project proposals, and so forth should be kept
according lothe record management handbook. Send
them to the cenlral files of your park headquarters or
regional office
- Some information should remain in a permanent
or semi-permanent filing system. “As built” drawings,
specifications from contracts, original or field data,
ground truth evidence water right documents, permits, land deeds, and other important or legal docu-

Water Data

Continued

ments should be worded and filed as appropriate in
a library. dockets, or permanent files at park headquarters, and/or Regional office. The Water Resources Diviston has a functional system for storing
water resource data that is organized by individual
park unit for NPS units across the nation.
It is easy to be overwhelmed by the abundance of
data and mformation in our world today. What is crltical is not how much you know but how well you can
use what you know. Beware 01 Data Heap, Computer
Dump. or InformatIon Overload! Two of the most emportant things 10 know are 1) where to get needed
information and 2) how lo get it efficlenily. Thus, in
this %formation Age,” you will have information only
a 6/e draw< a phone ca/L or a computer key away
-and sIIII be able to use it!
tnglis is Hydmkxjsl nth the NPS Wafer Resources
D~vrs,on, Fort Coilins, CO 80.521.

regional highlights
The following ResearchlResources Management
Rep& now are available from the Uplands Field
Research Laboratory, Great Smoky Mountains NP,
Gall&burg, TN 37738:
Nicholas, N.S. and P.S. White. 1964 The effect of
balsam wooly aphid infest&m on fuel levels in
spruce-fir forests of Great Smoky Mountains National
Park. (RIRM Report SER.74)
Peine, John D., Craig A. Walker, Paul H. Mofts and
William E. Hammitt 1965. Evaluating communications with visitors 10 Great Smoky Mountains National
Park. (RIRM Report SER.75)
Peine, John D.. Charlotte Pyle and Peter S. White.
1965. Environmental monitoring and baseline data
management strategies and the focus of future research in Great Smoky Mountains National Park.
(R/RM Reporl SER-76)
*

Jeffrey L. Marion

Research Biologist Joins
Mid-Atlantic Region Staff
The staff we of the Mid-Allanbc Region’s sclance
program doubled recently when Jeffrey L. Manon
accepted a position as research biologist. Jeff is
stattoned at Delaware Wafer Gap NRA, where his
responsibilities will center around major research in
cooperation with the Forest Service’s NC Forest
Experiment Station to study river recreation use and
carrying capacity at Delaware Water Gap, New River
Gorge National River, and the Upper Delaware
Scenic and Recreational River. His research will
involve assessment and monitoring of resource impacts from war recreation use and, as time permits,
he will dabble in the investigahon of impacts of visitor
use on the Region3 trails. earthworks, and dunes.
Jail has a strong interest in transferring the findings
and Implications of his efforts to field managers
through the development and instruction of resource
monitoring techniques and microcomputer applicatms.
Jeff earned h!s Ph.D. in recreation resource management at the University of Minnesota m 1964 and
was assistant professor at the University of Wisconsin before coming to the NPS. His doctoral research
investtgated the ecological changes resulting from
recreatmal use of backcountry campsites in the
Boundary Wafer Canoe Area Wilderness of Minnesota. In 1961 Jeff assisted Dave Cole at the USFS
Infermountain Forest Experlmenl Station in wilderness management research studies to determme
how recreational impacts relate to amounts of recreational use over time and to variation in ecosystem
types. Jeff co-authored with Cole an article on Limits
of Acceptable Change that appeared in the Fall 1965
edition of Park Science.

ous forest region, and one of very few such areas
established in recent years.

Southeast Region

f

f

Southeast RegIonal science editor Jim Wood, who
also is doubling as editor of the Park Service’s
Servicewide Science Publications Program, has announced the acceptance of a new manuscript for
publicalion in the Service‘s Natural History Sews:
~The Forests of Mount Rainier National Park: A
Natural History” by William H. Moir. The manuscript
is currently undergoing final revision and is scheduled
for typesetting and publication by mid-1966.

Pacific Northwest
R. Gerald Wright, research biologist with the NPSl
CPSU at the Universlfy of Idaho in Moscow, is one of
two winners 01 the Herbert E. Kahler Research Fellowship, awarded by the Eastern National Park and
Monument Assn. The fellowships, for $5,000 each,
are for research in fields relevant to the broad intewsts of the National Park Service. Robert M. Utley,
chairman of the Eastern National board, announced
the decision of the Research Committee, headed by
James 6. Olson, preadent-emeritus of the Universlfy
of Missouri.
The other winner was Dr. Charles H.W. Foster,
former dean of the Yale School of Forestry and
Environmental Studies. Wright’s study IS on the
evolution of wildlife management philosophies in the
national oarks. and will culminate in oublication of a
book
Two articles by Wright appeared in 1965. He was
sole author of “Principles of new-park area planning
as applied to the Wrangell-St. Elias Region of
Alaska.” in Environmental Conservation 1259-66.
and co:author with P. Hayward of “National parks as
research areas, with a focus on Glacier National Park,
Montana,” in the Bulletin of the Ecological Society
612354.357.

Mid-Atlantic
A 700.acre research natural area has recently
been designated in Shaver Hollow at Shenandoah
National Park. The area has high bulogical diversify
and is a key watershed and acid deposition monitoring site for the eastern United States. It is also the
first NPS research natural area in the eastern decidu12

Midwest Region
Sleeping Bear Dunes National Lakeshore has
completed resource management action plans for
MantiouIslands deer and the exotic mute swan. The
deer plan describes the history of white-tailed deer
on the eastern Lake Michigan islands, the action of
deer in altering the natural vegetation of North Manitou Island and obfectlves for managing the existing
deer herd. The plan states the NPS, with the cooperatton of the Michigan Department of Natural Resources, will annually assess the need to conduct a
public recreation deer hunt to achieve deer population levels within the island’s carrying capacity The
mute swan management plan describes the mcraasing mute swan population in the lakeshore and calls
for continued study of the swan and its impact upon
lakeshore wtors and wildlife. It also outlines procedures for controlling individual problem swans.
* f *
The 22nd Annual Lake Superior Biological Conference was held Sept. 27-26, 1965 at Michigan Tech
U., Houghton, Mich. Five of the 24 papers presented
involved research in national park units on Lake
Superior. Followg are NPS papers and authors:
Pre- and post-loggmg ffre regimes within P&red
Rocks National Lakeshore - Walter L. Loope, Resource Management Specialist, Pictured Rocks;
Lichens and as qua/iv in isle Roy& National Park
- Clifford M. Wetmore, contract researcher, University of Minnesota Effects ofatmospherIc acid depos#ion on watershed/lake ecosystems of /s/e Roy&
and Michiganb upperpeninsula- Robert Stonlemyer,
CPSU, Mich Tech U.; Soil ankx~ mob;/@ m nuthem
hardwood and boreal forested watershed ecosystems KI the upper peninsula of Michigan - Robert
Stonlemyer; Wolves, mcase, and vegetation in /s/e
Roy& Natron. Park - Rolf 0. Peterson. contract
researcher, Mich. Tech.

Southwest Region
“A massive compilation of data that will be recognized as the definitive work on mountam lions of the
Southwest,” is the way Southwest Regional Chief
Suenlist Milford Fletcher describes the three-year
study, “Ecology of Mountain Lions at Carlsbad
Caverns/Guadalupe Mountains Nattonal Parks:’ awlable after December 1965 from the NPS Southwest
Regional OHice, Old Santa Fe Trail, PO. Box 726,
Santa Fe, NM 67501.
Tom Smith was the principal investigator for Harvey
and Stanley, Inc., of San Jose, Calif., with whom the
NPS contracted for the study. Smith lived on the site.
studied and tracked the lion for three years. The
report contains management recommendations.
By Jan. 1. 1986. Fletcher said he would have a
computerized home range program that covers all
known mountain lions, their ranges and overlaps,
ready for running on an IBM PC XT. The program will
be available lo anyone interested.
f

*

.

CO”li”“d
The hitherto unknown lkie ?tory of the Atlantic
Ridley tuttle was pieced together ?unng an exciting
weeklong conference in October 1965 at Texas Tech
in Galveston, sponsored by the National Marine Fisheries Service and others, according to SW Regional
Chief Scientist Milford Fletcher. An ar(icle describing
the conference findings, including turtle egg incubation temperatures and their affect on the sex of the
young turdes and the overall chances of species
suwival will be carried in a forthcomlng issue of Park
SCt?fW

Water Resources Division
“Giardia in the Backcountry:‘by Sam Kunkle of the
Waler Resources Dtwsion stafl, appeared in the
October 1985 issue of Journal of Foresty (Vol. 83.
No. 10. pp. 612.613).
I

f

f

Dave Bet-son of the NPS Water Resources Division
staff at Colorado Slate Unwersity held a poster
session about lake htstory in Rocky Mountain NP as
indicated by diatom taxonomy and stratigraphy at the
6th North American Diatom Symposium held recently
at the Handcock Blologlcal Station in Kentucky.
*

f

.

f

For the National Capital Region. the Water Resources Division began work with the C 8 0 Canal
NHP to develop the FY 66 scope of park flood study
work. This phase will focus on threats to special
features and historic structures.
For the Midwest Region, the Division has forwarded a proposal for a three year study on the St.
Croix River, involvmg ecological characterization/
biological assessment of aquatic rewrces.
1

Western Region
David J. Parsons, Research Scientist at Sequoia
and Kings Canyon NPs, was recently elected ViceChairman of the Vegetation Section of the Ecological
Society of America. He will serve in that capacity until
August, 1967.
. * f
A technical report, entitled ‘Techniques of Revegetation and Reclamailon of Land Damaged by OffRoad Vehicles in the Lake Mead Recreabon Area.”
by James Russell Marble, is now available from the
NPS Cooperative Park Studies Unit, University of
Nevada, Las Vegas.
.

f

,

.

For the Pacific Norlhwest Region, the Division
made its final inspection of the new water facilities at
Nez Puce NHP and is following up on a pxwble
water qualtly question reflected by increasing
chlorine demand. A proposal is now available covering Lake Crescent, Olympic NP, sediment work to
include pollen, charcoal, and diatom strafigraphy.
* f f
In the Alaska region, the Water Resources Division
took part in a planning meeting on preparation of a
handbook that will deal with environmental effects of

The Third BIenniaI Conference on Research in
California’s National Parks has been scheduled for
Dec. 15 and 16, 1966, at the University of California,
Davis.

Resource Management Trainees returned to the
University of California al Davis in October for a
three-week wrsa. entitled “Advanced Wildlife Management.” Course topics included seablrd commurxfy
organization and dynamics, predation and disturbances in natural communities, bear ecology and
management, basic statistics I” populabon ecology,
envtronmental contaminants in wildlife populations,
maintaining viable populations, endangered species
management. and modeling wildlife-habitat relationships. The course was conducted as a cooperative
program between the NPS and the Unwersity.
f * *
The first report to be published in the new “Biolog
ical Report” series by the Research and Development
branch of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Selvice is now
available. Biological Report 85 (7.21, dated May 1965
and entitled “The Ecology of Giant Kelp Forests in
California: A Community Profile,” includes sections
on the biology and ecology of surface canopy kelps;
physical, chemical and geological aspects of the kelp
forest environment; community structure and energetics: and the natural history of organisms in the
community.
I . f
A description of static pile cornposting, begun at
Redwood National Park in 1962, is contained in
Technical Report 14, Redwood NP Research and
Development, enlitled “Temperature dynamics, oxygen consumption, and nitrogen utilizabon in static
pile compostlng,” by Jefl Purkerson, John Sacklin,
and L. Lee Purkerson. Composting provides bath a
solution to waste disposal problems involving chemical toilet and septic tank wastes and a product useful
in the park’s watershed rehabilitation program. Results of studies to improve the operation’s efficiency
and evaluate the usefulness of the end product have
been published in a series of Operation Manuals and
reports, and will be published in condensed form in
scientific journals.
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Dan Huff Heads Science
In Rocky Mountain Region
Dr. Dan E. Huff of Golden, Cola., on Sept. 29, 1985
became Regional Chief Scientist for the NPS Rocky
Mountain Region, which embraces 41 parks in SIX
states. Huff, 41, has served as a natural resource
specalist and park planner with the Denver Service
Center.
As Regional Chief Scienbst, Huff is responsible for
directing and coardinabng scientific activities by park
employees, college and university researchers, and
contradors on such issues as grizzly bear recovery,
air and water quality, wildlife management, and development conflicts. Most recently, Huff has captained teams Ihal have developed management
plans for Glacier Bay NP and Preserve, Ozark National Scenic Riverways, New River Gorge Nabonal
River, and Assateague Island National Seashore.
Huff joined the NPS I” 1977, after a professional
career in academia, research, and chemistry.

f

*

Division work for the Rocky Mountain Region recently includes map making on the change m pomt
of use applications for waler rights in Rocky Mountain
NP, a flood study for Arches NP, and a review of the
Department of Energy’s wsed
methodology for
ranking sites suitable for the nation’s first high-level
nuclear waste repository
A progress report, submitled by the Flathead River
International Study Board to the International Joint
Commission on the status of the investigation of
transboundary water impacts of the Cabin Creek
Coal Mine north of Glacier NP, proudes background
on the study’s approach, organization, and issues
and problems that have become evident. The Board’s
recommendation was to extend the study’s deadline
from May 15 lo Dec. 15. 1986.
f

placer mining. The booklet will present an ovewiew
of placer mining technologies, identify placer mining
state-of-the-art enumerate environmental impacts
and what can be done to mitigate them.

NPSlCPSU Established
At Tennessee University
Peter S. White, former head of the Uplands Field
Research Lab at Great Smoky Mountains NP, IS
leader of a new NPS Cooperative Park Studies Unit
at the University of Tennessee. The CPSU is the
outgrowth of the Cooperative Agreement between
the park and the university which was renewed and
expanded in March 1965.
White took up his new duties in September, but will
continue to supervise plant ecolcgtcal research !n the
Smokies. His new address and phone number are:
NPSICPSU, Forestry Fisheries and Wildlife, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN 37901-l 071. Phone:
(615) 974-8181.

Social Scientists
To Meet At OSU
The F!rst National Symposium on Social Science
in Resource Management, to be held May 12-16 at
Oregon State University in Cowallis, WIII result in a
sews of theme orwnted edited books instead of the
usual ~proceedings” from the conference, according
to Donald R. Field, social scientist with the NPS
CPSU at OSU and conference chairman.
Underlying goal of the symposium is to prowde a
forum for exchange of information among social
science professionals on a wide variety of resource
issues assouated with oceans, coastal zones,
forests, parks, and preserves.
The conlemplaled books will reflect the resource
economics area, cultural rasourcas. recreation, communication and Interpretation, community and natural
resource issues, social behavior and natural reswrcas. Those wishing to have their presentation;
paper considered for publication in one of the volumes
should submit a completed paper to the theme organizer by April 1, 1986. For the various theme organlzers and their addresses, contact Don Fteld, (503)
754-2043.

Visual Air Quality and the National Park Visitor
By David

M. ROSS and

William

C. Maim

By mentioning the imp&w
of sweeping vistas.
enabling legislation for National Parks often alludes
10 the lmporiance of good visual air qualQ as a pari
of each park‘s uniqueness and natural beauty. The
Clean Air Act (CAA) and its amendments I” 1977
remlorced the importance of air qualtty related values
(including visibility) and declared it a national goal for
so-called “Class I areas” to prevent any future, and
to remedy any existing, wibility impalrment caused
by man-made air pollutron. The CAA made Federal
Land Managers of Class I awas responsible for protecting such values and ensuring that no majw new
facility will have an adverse impact. When determinIng whether a change I” existing air quality will have
an adverse impact. the NPS lraditwxally has cow
dered whether the change will: 1) impair the quality
of the visitor expenence; 2) Impair the s1ruclure and
functioning of the ecosystem; and/or 3) diminish the
national slgniflcance of the awa.
These decision c&da are broad and leave unanswered many important questions. For example,
how can the qualify of the wior experience be
assessed? How lmporiant is good wual air quality
lo park visitors? What effect, rf any, does a reduction
in v!sual air quality have on visitrx enfoyment and/or
satisfaction? Does the importance 01 good visual air
quality vary from park lo park, from regfon to region?
Histoncally, the bulk of mformation gathered abOut
park visitors consisted of keepmg records on the
number of people who came to a park, stopped al
the vtsitw center, stayed at the campgrounds. etc.
However, tracking numbers did not reveal why people
were coming 1o the awas and what type of recreational
experience they were seekmg. Recently, recreation
demand theory has evolved 10 allow for management
of recreation as an experience, and some managers
are begmning to use the theory lo focus on the
experiential aspect of recreation.
Recreation demand lheory IS hierarchial in nature
and is based on the premise that visitors will seek out

RECREATION
Figure

DEMAND

1. Recreation

demand

HIERARCHY
hierarchy

a recreational experience that will maximw their
physrcal and psychological well-being. Figure 1
shows a four level version of the recreation demand
hierarchy. Level 1 is the demand lo participate in a
specific activity. Level 2 involves partlcipatlon in a
senmg that offers the social, WSOUK~ and managerial attributes desired Level 3 is the psychological
satisfactions (such as learning more about nature)
obtainable from acnvities that require interaction with
selected park attributes. Level 4 is the demand for
various long-term benefi$ such as belter job performance or increased family togetherness. The realizalion of level 4, long-term, benefits is dependent on
how well the visitor’s desires for the first three levels
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have been met.
A simple example IS that of a person who navels
to the Grand Canyon to participate rn hiking and
viewing canyon rims (demand level 1). While engag
ing in these actrvities the individual might prefer that
the air be clean and free of pollution and the trails not
be crowded (demand level 2). By engaging in the
desired atilvrfies in a recreational sefbng that contains the atiributes deemed Important, the individual
experiences psychological satisfactions such as experiencing natwa and solitude (demand level 3). A
long-term benefli that might come from parlicipating
in the desired activities with the dewed attributes
present and with the desired psychological satisfac-

tions realized could be enhanced work performance
(demand level 4).
The key to effective management in terms of the
recreational experience is to manage for the first and
second levels of the hierarchy. For example, ceriain
activities can be allowed only in specified areas of
the park or must be prohibited throughout the park.
(Level 1) It is also possible, although more difficult,
10 manage park attributes (such as good visual air
quality), that are imporiant to park visitors. (Level 2)
Managing far the third and fourth levels of the hierarchy is more diniculf because these levels are abstract.
However, levels 3 and 4 can be provided for indirectly
through appropriate management of demand levels
1 and 2. If the activities desired and the attributes
deemed important are present at the park area, and
if visitors are highly satisfied with the quality of each,
the third and fourth levels of demand are mwe likely
to be realized than in a case where desired aspects
of levels 1 or 2 are not present 01 are perceived to
be of poor quality.
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Figure 3. “Clustering” of preferred affribufes
shown here in order of visitor preference

this set of attributes will be referred to as the ‘naturalness cluster,” This cluster ranked as most important
at all four parks.
Secondly, the cluster analysis suggests that the
second most important set of attributes IS associated
with the underlying theme for which the park is
famous; the least important clusters consisted of
attributes associated with human activities (see Fig.
3). For example. while naturalness was the most
important cluster of attributes at both Grand Canyon
and Mesa Verde, a view related cluster at Grand
Canyon and an information related cluster (which
emphasized park history) at Mesa Verde ranked as
the second most important cluster of attributes at
those parks, respectively. In the least important clusters were anributes such as ‘backcountry reservation
system,” “guided tours: and “shuttle bus systems.”
As a general hypothesis. it is suggested that visitors
to national parks feel lhat a natural environment, free
of pollution and undisturbed by humans is most
important 1o their experience, and the underlying
theme of the park is second most important.
Data also were collected at Grand Canyon and
Mesa Verde, using on-site interviews, lo examine
what effect visual air quality might have on the
recreational experience sought. Visttors vwe asked
to judge their awareness of haze and the effect haze
might have on their enjoyment of the visual resource.
They also were asked to indicate whether they
thought the haze was man-made or natural.
Results of this panion of the study showed that at
Grand Canyon 76 percent of the visitors inter&awed
indicated they saw haze and at Mesa Verde 66
percent of the visitors interviewed thought they saw
haze. Comparisons of visitor avweness of haze at
the Grand Canyon and a physrcal measum of the
actual visibility at the time of the interview showed

that changes in visitor awareness of haze correSponded lo changes in visual air quality (see Fig. 4).
As visitors said they became more aware of haze,
their reported enjoyment of the view and their s?ii%
faction with visual air qualify decreased. Of the visltors who said at the interview they saw haze, 60
percent and 63 percent al the Grand Canyon and
Mesa Verde, respectively, felt the haze was natural.
The results of these sfudles have several implications
for park management.
If the park areas are to be managed in a way that
will allow visitors to maximize their sense of wellbeing, these findings suggest that special attention
should be paid lo preserving the resources that make
up the naturalness cluster. Visitors are primarily seeking a rewational experience in an environment that is
natural, free of pollution, and undisturbed by humans.
It also is important to emphasize that the v!sitors’
perceptions of how much haze is natural or manmade is in direct contradiction to aclual measurements
at these parks. While 80 percent 01 more of visitors
think the haze is natural. monitoring programs show
that 60 percent to 60 percent of the haze is associated with urban and industrial sources. Since the
majority of visitors feel that haze in national parks is
natural, when in realily it is mostly man-made, we
suggest that interpretation and education programs
proceed to inform the public of the reality and of
posslbie resource consequences that could occur
with the transport of pollutants into national Darks.

Ross is a Research sonal Scient,sf wflh Air Resource Spec~akfs, Inc., Fort Collins, CO; Ma/m is
Research PhysUst with the NPS Air QuaIffy D;v;$;on
in Forl Co/fins.

Four National Parks Surveyed
A basic step, then, in maximizing the recreation
experience is to undersland which park attributes the
visitor feels are most essential to a positive experience. To examine the imporiance of park afnibutes
to the visitor experience (demand level 2), mail-back
surveys were used to collect data at Grand Canyon,
Mesa Verde, Mourn Rainier and Great Smoky Mountains NPs during the summers of 1983 and 1964.
Figure 2 shows the attributes and response format
used at Grand Canyon. While the list of attributes
varied among parks, the response format used was
the same at all parks.
Cluster analysis was used to determine if clusters,
01 groups of park annbutes, could be identified based
on visitors’ responses to the importance of attributes.
This analysis was performed not only to reduce the
large number of variables involved, but also to delermine which park attributes belong to certain “domams”
of anrlbules in the visitors’ minds. For example, it
might be expected that attributes about park management could be clustered into one group, while anribut% about the park’s natural rescwxs would cluster Into another group. Results showed five clusters
of attributes at Grand Canyon and Mesa Verde, and
three and seven cluster of attributes at Mount
Rainier and Great Smoky Mountains respectively.
The analysis yielded a number of trends. First, a
cluster of attributes was identified at all parks that
could be associated with natural environments undisturbed by humans. Attributes included in this cluster
were “Clean, clear air,” Clean, cltw wale? and
“Cleanliness of the park.” For lack of a batter term,
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Trail Logs Reveal
Visibility Impact
On Park Visitors
By Ross J. Loomis and Douglas Garnand
Sometimes comments overheard, wtten in a
guest register or volunteered 10 a staH member
provide important insights Into how people feel about
a setting they are m The more spontaneous and
unsolicited the comments, the more they are apt to
represent unselfconscious, honest opinions. Even
visItor logs or comment cards, though a form of
request. can sometimes eliat candld reactions. In
their book, In Search of Excellence, Peters and
Waterman repoti that J. Willard Marriott Sr., of the
hotel chain that bears his name, made a point of
reading every guest cornplant card. Marrion knew
the value of good customer serwce and keeping up
with guest comments provided him with a source of
w%rmation about the reactions of people staying in
his hotels.
Comments, whether complaints or compliments,
can reveal to management how visitors percewe and
feel about specific features in the park. Those features can range from the cleanliness of restrooms to
the courtesy and helpfulness of slafi who interact
with visitors. Comments also can let management
and staff know how visitors feel about basic park
attributes such as visibility and show how vIsitor
awareness of different conditions of air quality can
change the nature of visitor experience in the parks.
The NPS conducts research on air quality through
the Air and Water Quality Division, an essential part
of whose studies is the monltorlng and assessment
of the physicial change in air quality at different park
locations. That work has been augmented by some
research on the human aspects of air quality, such
as how sensitve the eye-brain system is to d!fferent
kinds of haze formations that could appear in a wla
scene. Other work on the human response to visibility
in the parks has involved sweying visitors at ‘ata
pants I” the Grand Canyon and Mesa Verde parks.
That work employed intelviews and questionnaires
that asked visitors such questions as how visibility
figured in the context of their enjoyment and satisiaction.
Researchers know that asking survey questions
puts a demand on people that may influence how
they respond. Comments overheard, entries in visltor
guest books, and comments or questions volunteered to staH tend to be free of inierwwer or
questionnaire demand bias. These alternatives to
formal survey procedures are sometimes called “unobtrusive measures,” measures that are a more natural pad of the senlng. Visitors ask questions or
make written comments in a visitor log as a natural
part of IheIr visit.
Typically, unobtrusive measures are used to validate or check the outcomes of more formal measures, such as interviews. Spontaneous comments
will either substantiate what has been lound in %Iveys or poinl oul problems and reactions that, for one
reason or another, were not mentoned in the Interview or questlonnare assessments. Any lack of consistency between formal and unobtruwe measures
can suggest the need for additional work to clarify
what is the best measure. In the case of visitor-based
visibility research, we had learned from the Grand

Votunfary information about vis,tor sensLvity to air quabty and how wsbifty affects the visitor expedence is
often found as commentary in the witor registrahon forms
Canyon survey data that visitor awareness of haze
was related 10 how far they could see as indicated by
a measure of Standard Visual Range (SVR). As SVR
decreased there was an mcreased likelihood that
visitors would repori seeing haze on a vista in answer
10 interview questions about visibility. Was this relatlonshlp just due to the demand quality of the
interview? Were we sensitizing people to haze by
interviewing them about vlsibikty?
To answer these questions we asked that visibility
related lnfarmation be kept on the ranger report logs
for a couple of major hiking trails al the Grand
Canyon. Rangers were not to ask vwtors about
visibility, but were to record the number of times
diflerent visitors on the trail made positive 01 negative
comments about visibility. Park stafi were helpful in
collecting this visibility information as part of routine
reporling of trail use and problems. The trail logs
were recorded acmss the days of summer 1983 and
the number of visibility related comments tabulated.
The first thing we noticed about the !og data was
that most days no visiblllty related comments were
recorded during the rangers’ trail patrol. That finding
was hardly exciting for the visibility researchers! But
vlsibikty was quite good during the summer period
and so it was not surprising that only Infrequent
comments were heard.
When the comments were looked at on a day-byday basis, an interestmg pattern appeared. On very
clear days, a few positive comments showed up on
the logs. Hikers were impressed with bang able to
see long distances and would comment 10 a ranger.
For the days when SVR was the lowest for the
summer, negative comments appeared, and in some
cases. 15 to 20 comments were made in a single
day. These negative comments often were in the
form of questions about why It was hazy or if it was
always this hazy. Sometimes hikers were sufficiently
lmptessed by visibility conditions to comment on
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what they had noticed the day before. Because
visibility imparment can occur in cycles and last a
few days, it was not surprising that negative camments usually came in groups across a short time
period What made the trail log data an vlsibillty
especially meaningful was that visibility was only one
of many, many park anrlbules hikers could comment
on. II helped to validate the survey interview results
from other visitors that hikers seemed most likely to
comment on visibility when SVR dropped and haze
conditions increased.
Park personnel also kept vlsibiltly comment logs at
two specific locations where il would be expected
that people would engage tn viewing distant features
and might make comments about vwal quality.
Once again. staff were 10 record unsallcited comments only, and tally both positive and negative
comments. In addillon. staff were to record the substance of comments.
One lx&n
was the muwm at Grand Canyon
where wtors could look through the windows to the
other rim of the canyon. Results from this log were
similar 10 the trail logs. On many days, there would
be no visibility related comments at all; on a few
days, some positive comments would be made about
the wonder of the view; on yet other days, several
negative comments would appear. Visitors would
ask why it was hazy, others would assume that II was
natural fog or mist, while still others would announce
that the haze must be pollution. Some visitors commented that the haze upset their plans to take
pictures; others noted that the haze seemed to
change the color of canyon features.
The other location used to collect unsolicited comments was the Firetower at Mesa Verde. At this
location visitors can see a view out of the park that
includes both the landmark shtprock formation and a
power plant. Visibility comments, both positwe and

Give Us Park Rangers
To Match Our Grasshoppers
By MarkWagner

WHEN your wsitors from alar are too frightened to
get out of their car, who do you call?
GRASSHOPPER BUSTERS!
WHEN the farmer down the block needs some
help to save his crop, who do you call?
GRASSHOPPER BUSTERS!
WHEN you can’t get to the door ‘cause they’re
coverin’ the whole floor, who do you call?
GRASSHOPPER BUSTERS!
WHEN the railroad tracks are slick from the grasshopper grease that’s thtck, who do you call?
GRASSHOPPER BUSTERS!

Trail

Logs

Continued

negative, were more frequent at this locabon and
were logged on most days. The Mesa Verde Fire
tower log was kept for only 20 days during the 1983
summer. On these 20 days, however, nearly 200
unsolicited comments about visibility wena logged by
the ranger on duty, with negative comments outnumbering posttive by almost three to one. Actual visibrlity
varied considerably across the 20 days and visitor
comments changed with different visual quality wnditions. More visttors commented about pollution at
this location, probably because they could see the
power plant and also specific smoke plumes from
fires burning in the ragton. One aspect of visitor
comments about visibility that becomes apparent
from the Mesa Verde logs is that visitors do try to
determine if haze seen is caused by natural or
human events.
Visitor comments from all three sources mentioned
INIthis paper revealed concern over loss of oppodunity on days of reduced vrsibility. This pattern in the
log data was consistent with survey findings that
impaired visibility can reduce visitor enjoyment.
These results help us document that vistlors do
regard visibility as a natural rasourca. If that resource
is diminished, it is realistic to expect visitors to notice
the change and become increasingly criticial about
the loss of vsibikty. It is difficult for most visitors to
know what produces changes in visibility and it is
reasonable to expect that on days of impaired visibility visitors will inquire as to why things look the way
they do.
The kind of unobtrusive measures described tn
this paper should not be used by themselves.
Coupled wtth more sophisticated methods such as
visitor surveys, they provtde a significant source of
infonnabon about what is happening to the wItor
with relation to visibtlity The comments help park
staff keep in touch with their vtsilors and researchers
to better understand the experience of park wsitation.
Loomis is a professor of psychology af Colorado
Slate Universik Forf Collkx, CO; Gamand is a graduate studen! in the CSU depariment ofpsychology

“Promontory, May 1969. The town consisted of a
few tents, the ticket houses of both companies, thetr
telegraph offwas, hordes of grasshoppers, and
swarms of sand fleas.” So goes the description of
Promontory 116 years ago. Today, the town is gone,
but the grasshoppers an? back for another visit.
The situation at Promontory this past Spring was
getting out of hand. Grasshoppers were covering
everything. The walkway to the visitor center was
(Irksrally) a writhing mass of brown and green. The
more courageous visitors were carrymg the less
courageous ones from their cars and into the building. Every morning the grasshoppers were piled up
50 thick in front of the doors. People were afrard to
enter the restrooms for fear of attack. One brave
caller even found a grasshopper in the pay phone
coin return!!
The park began to gel some pressure from the
farmers nearby. You see, Golden Spike is a park
15% miles long but only 400 feet wide (the histonc
railroad grade of the Pacific Railroad) and lies in the
head of rich wheat farming country The snake-like
shape of the park meant that Golden Spike was a
strip of land where the hoppers could multiply wthout
the worry of insecticides. So. the hoppers began to
commute from Golden Spike to the wheatiields for
the day and back lo the park at night. Golden Spike
had become a grasshopper bedroom community!
It was definitely time to call GRASSHOPPER BUSTERS! Park rangers donned thetr “buster suits” quickly
and took to the offensive. Because the grasshoppers
were getting into the visitor center and eating all the
house plants (not to menlion creating havoc for
anyone wearing shorts in the dark audilorium), a first
course of action was to place a “NO GRASSHOPPERS” tntemational symbol sign on the entry doors.
A written sign was not used because grasshoppers
are believed to be illiterate.
Next, the entry way needed to be cleaned up and
grasshopper-proofed. An tntensive hourly sweeping
program was initiated, but the grasshoppers were
quickly gaining. GRASSHOPPER BUSTERS realized
that the hoppers had to be removed for good; it was
time for drasbc action. The dry-vat was brought from
the wood shop and the green and brown troublemakers were quickly sucked into oblivion! But even so,
the hordes continued to converge on the shady pathway and the vacuum was set aside as Inadequate.
It was bme to get a good look at the enemy and
get a fix on what kind of numbers were really “out
there.” So, a one square yard frame was constructed
that would allow GRASSHOPPER BUSTERS to
count the enemy more accurately. The frame proved
meffective -the incredible numbers were rmpossible
to count as the grasshoppers jumped in and out of
the frame. Back to the drawing board. GRASSHOPPER BUSTERS put sides on the frame, a small
opening on one end, and christened the new contraption the “Lazy G Grasshopper Corral and Roundup.”
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When put into place one GRASSHOPPER BUSTER herded the hoppers through the opening while
the other counted the escaping enemlas lnltlal
counts were shockrng
80 par square yard.
113
per square yard
and, tn a particularly green area,
338 grasshoppers per square yard!! With counts kke
these, even GRASSHOPPER BUSTERS had doubts
about thetr chances. With consultation, approval,
and financial support from the Rocky Maunta~n Regtonal Oflice, it was decided to bring in the granddaddy
GRASSHOPPER BUSTER of them all
Nosema
locustae, a protozoan grasshopper spore drsease
which affects only grasshoppers and spreads through
the populatton by cannibalism. This was no longer
war.
this was biological warfare!
The Nosema spore was mwd in liquid form and
sprayed onto wheat bran. The bran was then broadcast on park property from a fixed wrng aircraft.
Local land owners were pleased that GRASSHOPPER BUSTERS at Golden Spike were taktng serious
action. They showed interest in the utiltzation of
btological control, but themselves chose to spray
chemical insecticides. which would bring rmmediate
results. The Nosema would take several weeks. but
the contest was on!
GRASSHOPPER BUSTERS now turned to their
plots and began taking weekly counts. If Nosema
was working, the grasshopper numbers would start
to decline. It took a few weeks, but the numbers
started to drop
significantly. The plot with the very
high density showed 73 live and 41 dead after two
weeks. One month later, the same plot had 7 live and
42 dead grasshoppers. It looked like a rout for the
granddaddy GRASSHOPPER BUSTER. Needless
to say, the farmers fell in love with the Golden Spike
GRASSHOPPER BUSTERS, especrally granddaddy
Nosema.
Counts will continue Into next year. The Nosema
disease inhibits egg laying in the Fall, and IS passed
on to the next generation in the egg pods.
Wrth August here at Promontory no one IS talking
about grasshoppers. There simply are not many
around any more. The hoppers are supposed to be
just as bad next year, but GRASSHOPPER BUSTERS will be here to keep an eye on them. But for
now. gosh
does anyone know a good MOSQUITO
BUSTER?!
Wagner is a Ranger al Golden Spike Nabal
H;stouc Sife, Bugham City Ufah.

Rotating Resource
Base Program Gets
Western Tryout
By Thomas M. Gavin

A new entry into the resource management field,
referred to as the Rotating Resource Base (RRB)
program, Implemented in FY 1965 by Western Regional Director Howard Chapman and funded for
$50,000, was established under management of the
Division of Natural Resources and Research. Dlstribution of funds to Western Region field areas IS
based on meeting all of the followlng project critena:
1. Projects are cribcal to restoring processes or
eliminating threats to ecosystems or other park reSOUICBS.

2. Projects are small - of limlted scope or Intent.
3. Pro@% are non-recurring and can be completed in one year.
4. Lack of flexlbtltfy I” the parka budget “ecess,.
tates provision of base funding for the project
5. Project IS low budget. generally requiring
$6,000 or less.
6. Project was either proposed or referred to in the
approved Natural Resources Management Plan
(NRMP).
This program is designed to supplement other
resource management funds which, in the past, have
seemed to emphasize only Ihe most competitive,
complex, and expensive resource management projects typical of the larger and/or more heavily visited
parks. As wth similar programs, a comprehensive
list of project proposals was ranged according to
priority by the Regtonal Office staff. The following
were funded and completed in FY 1965:
1. Fort Bawie National Histonc Site: Control of
mesquite vegetation. which threatens cultural resources.
2. Walnut Canyon National Monument: Study to
determine and restore h&wa
waler flow through
the park.
3. Tonto National Monument - Elimination of
honey-bee threat to visitors at the cliff dwellings.
4. Montezuma Castle National Monument Elimination of exobc Asiatic clams.
5. Coronado National Monument - Removal of
graffiii from cave resources.
6. Joshua Tree National Monument - Construction of a greenhouse to be used in borrow pit and old
road rehabilitation.
7. Lava Beds National Monument-Burning
and
reseeding to native vegetation for wildlife habitat
improvement on NPS acreage adjacent to Tule Lake
National Wildlife Refuge.

6. Saguaro NatIonal Monument - Hazard fuel
reduction burn at historic Mannmg Camp.
9. Whiskeytown National Recreation Area Hazard tree removal in and around park developments, including mechanical removal and the use of
prescribed fire.
10. Organ Pipe National Monument - Improvement of water fine lo Qulfobaqufto Oasis to maintain
hlsiorlc flow from spring to pond and enhancement
of the current pupflsh populations.
il. Hawaii Volcanoes National Park - Repair of
goat fence.
12. Point Reyes National Seashore - Removal of
Coast Creek dam to restore anadromous fish populat1ons.
Although all fundlng allocated lar the program
ultimately was obligated in field areas, $6,000 was
withheld within the Regional Office until August. as a
contingency fund for emergency resource management needs as they might occur throughout the year
Although this feature of the program was not needed
in FY ‘65, it will be uttllzed in the future and will allow
for flexlbllity and management discretion to be exerused by the Western Region Division of Natural
Resources and Research.
In retrospect, the RRB Program IS seen by the
Western Region as a great wcess. A review of the
program this year determined that the qualitative
cost/benefit ratio usad to evaluate program effectiveness increased with the completion of each funded
project; the benefits of completing the proposed work
have far outweighed the cost with respect to improved morale of field managers and reduction of
Resources Management Plan prqect backlogs. The
projected costs of many proposed projects displayed
in Resources Management Plan project statements
were reduced from original estimates by managers
who used innovatwe tactics andjor volunteer labor.
Contrtbuting to the overall wccess of the program
was the iunding of project proposals oriented toward
immediate mitlgatfon of a problem. Thus, a highly
visible display of resources management accomplishments was established RegionwIde.
Gavin is NPS Western Region PlantWe Ecolqisf,
%&ion of Natural Resources and Research, Box
36063, San Francisco, CA 94 1OZ.
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NPSIGW Society
1986 Conference
Abstracts Call
‘The Interrelationship of Man and the Environment.’
theme of the NPS’George Wright So&y Science
Conlerer~ce on Research in the National Parks, (July
13.20, 1986, at Colorado State U., Forl Collins) is
directed at fulthertng the dialogue between scientists
and resource managers directly involved in the application of science and technology to cultural, natural,
and recreaf~onai resource functions. Forty-five topical
sessions have been developed, covering the cultural.
physical, social and bIological sciences. and natural,
cultural and urban resource management.
Abstracts are due immediately and should be sent
to Ray Hetrmann (natural sciences chairman) or Calvin R. Cummings (social wences chairman) at 339
Aylesworth Hall, N.W., Colorado Stale U. Forf Collins,
80523. Phoned information can be had at (303) 491.
7573 or 221-5341.
Abstracts should be original camera ready, 250
words or less, and typed in prestige elite transcript
on 6%x1 1” paper with 1” margins. Sample formats
can beobtained fromeither HerrmannorCummmgs.
.*.
PRESCRIBED BURNING IN THE MIDWEST:
STATE OF THE ART
This symposum, to be held March 3-6. 1966, at
Stevens Point. Wise.. will focuson the technical applications of fire in central and eastern Notih America.
Contributed papers are being sought. Persons interested should send a one-page, single-spaced,
camera-ready abstract to Al Simard. North Central
Experiment Station, 1407 South Harrison Rd., Easl
Lansing, Ml 46623. Those interested in the poster
.sess~on should send a separate abstract to Duane
Duper, Wisconsin Dept. of Natural Resources, P.O.
Box 7921, Madison, WI 53707. For registration inlormation, contact And1 Koonce College of Natural Resources, Univewty of Wisconsin, Stevens Point, WI
54481 or call (715) 346.2269
...
INDIANADUNESRESEARCHCONFERENCE
Scheduled for May 1-3. 1966, this conference is
being sponsored by the Indiana Dunes National
Lakeshore, IndIana Academy of Science, Indiana
Northwest, and the Indiana Dept. of Natural Resources. The conference will include symposia on
succession, shoreline crown, and wsitor aspects of
resource management; contributed paper sessions;
and a natural areas session including field trips to
many unique habitats in northwest Indiana. Those
interested should contact Ron Hlebert, Indiana Dunes
National Lakeshore, 1100 N. Mineral Springs Road,
Porter, IN 46304.
t.,
NORTH AMERICAN PRAIRIE CONFERENCE
The tenth blennial North American Prwe Conference WIIIbe held in 1986at Texas Worn& University
June 22-26, in Denton, Texas, near Dallas. Theme of
the conference IS ~Norlh American Praine: The Roots
of Our Culture, The Foundation of Our Economy.n Persons interested in presenting a paper or conducting
a panel sewon should immediately submit an
abstract to Program Committee, Native Prairie ASsociation of Texas, Texas Women’s Unversity, P.O.
Box 22675, Denion, TX 76204.

Book Reviews
S.T.A. Pickett and P.S. White, 1995. The ecology
of natural disturbance
and patch dynamics.
Academic Press, Orlando, San Diego, New York,
xiv, 472 pp.
Over the last two decades, park managers have
become increasingly aware of the importance of
natural disturbance regimes within parks. Natural
preturbations, such as fires, floods and landslides
are no longer feared as adverse events, but are
considered critical to the maintenance of both unique
species and succewonal biotic communities. Picken
and White have assembled a selection of review
papers. covering plant and animal responses to disturbance and the major types of ecosystem change.
Some of the discussions report work from park or
rewve areas. James Runkle’s “Disturbance in temperate forests.” for example, describes the effect of
lree fall in the Great Smoky Mountains. Other dlscussions touch on topics of high interest lo contemporary
managers. Norm Christensen, for instance, has prepared a review of “Shrubland fire regimes and their
evolutionary consequences.~ Although a maiorlty 01
the papers concentrate on forested ecosystems, the
habitats discussed vary from rocky intertldat shores
to deserts of the southwest.
PIcken and White have done a commendable job,
both in selecting the papers and I” editing Ihem. The
papers integrate theorelical issues with fteld data,
and include two overviews that summarize the contents of Ihe volume. The general bibliography at the
end 01 the bwk serves as a valuable master list of
the best available references on disturbance ecology.
For the ecologist working on patch dynamics or
success~o(~,the volume presents several stimulating
discussions of contemporary disturbance theory Part
IV, on “Implications 01 patch dynamics for the organ!zation of communities and the functioning of ecosystems,” includes revlaws of disturbance mediated
coexistence of species, nutrient dynamics. energetics
and forest modeling.
The book points out the importance of two current
hypotheses concerning d6tutbance: 1) “. species
richness will be greatest in communities experiencing
some intermediate level of disturbance” and
2) “When disturbance racurs more frequently than
the time required for compelitive exclusion, richness
should ba maintained
.’ but leaves the basic issues
in an uncertain state. The volume produces more
questions than answers. Through several discussions of gap-phase succession, for example, the
question of whether tropical forest specces are
‘adapted to gap regeneration” or are reproductively
“haphazard with regard to gap conditions’ remains
undecided
Despite the value of the book to the research

scientist, the manager should be warned that the
book may be difficult to use for direct application to
park problems. First, the text is written at graduate
level and assumes a knowledge both of basic theoretical ecology and of the technical vocabulary used
in ecological journals. Some chapters, such as the
one on shrubland fire, will contain familiar ideas.
Others, such as the one on forest modeling, may
present so much new material they may be difficult
to decipher. Second, although Picken and White
briefly dwuss management and some of the chap
tars are directly relevant. The Ecology of Natural
Disturbance and Patch Dynamics makes it all too
clear that much of this new theory has yet to be
applied by managers. and that further translation WIII
be necessary to make some of the key discoveries
of the last ten years useful for dewion making in
parks.
Picken and White themselves admit that disturbance ecology lacks coherent theory, and no general
principles exist that can be safely applied from one
ecosystem to the next or from one species to the
next. This deficiency may well be limiting pracdcal
applications. Science activities withln the National
Parks should, in fact, help convert results from natural hIstory studies into useful twls for managing
disturbance I” wildland settings. It is encouraging 10
see Peter White, as a National Park &Nice scientist,
doing trend-sening work in both theoretical and
applied plant ecology.
In summary, ecologists working with perturbations
of natural ecosystems and large parks with numerous
management issues concerning disturbance processes will find the volume a valuable reference to add
lo their libraries. Park managers may wsh to borrow
a copy of Ihe book and devote lime to chapters
relevant to their areas, bul will probably find some of
the discussions to be of little local interesl or loo
theoretical to apply to immediate problems.
Susan P. Bratton, Unit Coordinator, NPSICPSU
Institute of Ecology, University of Georgia.
Athens, GA 30602
(I.,
Park management personnel, especially those
who deal wth the natural resource development
adjacent to parks, should be aware of a book by
Raymond L. Gold, reviewed by Craig R. Humphrey in
the Oct. 4, 1985 issue of Science. (Vol. 230, pp.
58-9). In Ranchfng, Mrnfng, and the Human tmpacl
of Natural Resource Development (Transaction
Books, Rutgers U, New Brunswick, NJ, 1985,175 pp.
$X95), Gold analyzes a mythical town al Sagebrush.
pseudonym for the many small western towns rn
which Gold has worked during the years of energy
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shortage and corporate development of energy
sources - sometimes with and sometimes without
bringing the residents of these towns into the corporat!ons’ confidence and their developmental equations.
Perhaps most interesting is the question Gold
leaves dangling: Why do executives of energy praduction companies engage in contentious natural
resource development instead of going the accommodative development route, if (as experience
shows) this strategy results in conflict, production
delays, high turnover 01 the labor force, and lower
labor productivity? Reviewer Humphrey (Penn State
U Dept. of Sociology and Science, Technology, and
Society Program) says: ~Gold set out to identify
theoretically and practically important facets of social
change occurring in small towns with large-scale
energy production systems in progress, and he has
done so in a sophisticated and telling way.”

Book Examines Threats
To Parks of the World
The State of the Worlds Parks, an International
assessment for resource management. policy, and
research, by Gary E. Machlis and David L. Tichnell,
was published in October 1985 by Weswiew Press
(5550 Central Ave., Boulder, CO 80301) in cooperation with Ihe World Wildlife Fund and the National
Park Service.
The book examines hvo questions: What are the
threats to national parks worldwide, and what can ba
done about them? This is the first systematic, international study of the pressures faced by the more than
1,000 national parks around the world.
Ths authors borrow from the disciplines of ecology,
anthropology, and sociology, as well as from the
applied lields of wildlife management, park management. and environmental science. Their arguments
are based on data collected from a survey 01 135
parks in more than 50 countries; the voices of park
managers, conservation officers, and game wardens
are heard throughout the book.
Recommendations, some controversial, are made
for wsowca management, policy, and research. With
an Introduction by Hal Eidswk. Threats has 147
pages with tables, figures, notes, bibliography, ap
pendixes, and Index. An introductory 20% discount
ofler puts the prw at $23.

information
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Water Survey, a $6 million project begun by former
EPA Administrator William Ruckelshaus. The study
describes the acidity and alkalinity of unpolluted
waters east 01 the Rockies as reflected in a one-shot
random sample of 1,620 lakes in the fall of 1984. A
similar study of western lakes began in August 1984.
*

A Forest Service publication for sale by the
Superintendent 01 Documents I” Washington, D.C.,
IS The Seen and Unseen World of the Fallen Tree,
edited by Chris Maser and James M. Trappe. The
%-page book, lllustraled in both color and black and
white, treats the contribution to forest ecosystems of
the decay of large. fallen trees. The publicalion, with
Its cover drawing of an ant’s view of the seedling
moss, lichen, and mushroom cover on the surface of
a fallen class III Douglas fir tree, is excellent sowze
material for interpretation of lorest areas, especially
in the West.
*
Forestry Research k&t, in Its October 1985
issue, carries two articles of interest 10 park managers. ~Beavers: Biologists ‘Rediscover’ a Natural Resource,” explores the pivotal role of the beaver as “a
skilled, hardworking assistant in the repair and
stewardship of riparian ecosystems.” Based primarily
on the work done by Ecologist Jim Sedell of the
Pacific Northwest Forestry Sciences Lab in Corvallis,
Ore., the article examines new Information about the
effect of beaver activities on nutrient cycling.
“We’re looking at fish habitat in ways thal don’t
stop at the water’s edge,” Sedell says. “We’re finding
that beavers have dramatic effects on streamside
vegetation that benefit a whole range of creatures
besides fish:’
Mike Prouty of the USDA Intermountain Station,
examines the research of Forest Service Scientist L.
Jack Lyon and asks the question: dare (Rocky Mountain) elk and modern man compatible?” The alticle is
entitled “Wildlife Research: Separating Fact from
Fiction,” and describes the history and findings of 15
years of cooperative elk research by six different
organlzabons. Publication of the study findings is
titled “Coordinating Elk and Timber Management,
Final Report of the Montana Cooperative Elk-Logging
Study 1970-1985: the report is available from the
USDAIFS Forestry Sciences Lab, PO Box 7669,
Missoula. MT 59807.
*
An article on “Acid gzposition, Smelter Emissions, and the Lmearity Issue in the Western United
States,” m the Aug. 30, 1985 issue of Sc;ence,
reports data that support a linear relation between
emissions and sulfate concentrations. The work, by
Michael Oppenhamer, Charles B. Epstein and
Robed E. Yuhnke, all of the Environmental Defense
Fund. Inc., compares the variation in sulfur dioxide
emissions from nonferrous metal smelters in the
western United States over a 4.year period wth the
variation in sulfate concentratums in Rocky Mountain
States precipitation. The geographic separatum of
emlsslons sources and precipltalion monitors indicates a sulfur transport scale exceeding 1,000 kms.
The same issue 01 Snence (Vol. 223, p. 1070)
contains a review by Ellai Marshall 01 a major esid
rain study released on Aug. 29, 1985, by the Environmental ProtectIon Agency. Charles Elkins, the acting
ak and radiation chief at EPA, called it ‘the first page
in the first chapter’ of a long book. It is the first
information to come out of the Nabonal Suriace

The EVAS, newsI&&
the lnstltute of Wildlile
Research’s Raptor Information Center, carries in its
Winter 1985 issue (Vol. 8, No. 1) a letter from David
Manuwal, University of Washington College of Forest
Resources professor, urging a new owl survey. Manuwal cites new information from the state of Washing
ton, indicating that pressures on the Spotted Owl in
that state may be different from those in areas
previously studied, and stating that present knowledge of competitive and predatory relationships as
well as other ewlogical factors ‘1s totally inadequate:’
The spread of Barred Owls and Great Horned
Owls in Washington, especially in harvested areas.
is creating greater interest in national parks as research control areas, according to Paufic Northwest
Regional Chtef Scientist Jim Larson.
*
Arctic (Vol. 38, No. 3):&ptember
1985, carries a
seven-page article by John G. Dennis (NPSWASO),
Charles H. Racine (Johnson State College, VT). and
William A. Patterson Ill (U/Mass, Amherst), on
“Tundra Fire Regimes in the Noatak River Watershed,
Alaska: 1956.83.” The research covers location,
cause, frequency, size, rotation times, and seasonal
timing of tundra fires in the Noatak River watershed
as determined from BLM fire records and satellite
imagery. The article discusses the Implications of
seasonal timing (all fires occurred during one of two
summelfime periods in June and July) and compares
the fire regimes of the Noatak with those of other
areas in northern Alaska.
*
A good deal of spa$i*n the national press has
bee? given over recently to the discovery of eastern
brook trout - Salvelinus fonfinalis - in Amica Creek
near West Thumb Bay of Yellowstone Lake. (Supt.
Bob Barbee offered a $1,000 reward for information
on the person responsible for putting the brook trout
in the creek, and warned that a $5,000 line and five
years in prison is the maximum punishment faced by
the guilty party). The eastern trout Intrusion could
mean extinction for Yellowstone’s native trout
species, the cutthroat - a valued sport fish - and
could throw a monkey wrench into nature’s food
chain, with dangerous consequences for nonaquatic
Yellowstone fauna.
A reporl on countermeasures by NPS and Fish
and Wildlife Service personnel is being readied for
Park Snence.
*
A statewide beach 8%~up
project with the
emphasis on wlldlile protection has won a nat@nal
award from Keep America Beautiful, Inc., for the
slate of Oregon. More than 2.100 volunteers met on
the stormy ocean beaches on Oct. 13. 1984, and
collected 26.3 tons of plastic debris from the 310.mile
shoreline-an effort that was surpassed in the fall of
1985. Judie Neilson of the Oregon Department of
Fish and Wildlde observed that ‘This is not an antiliner campaign. It is designed to call attenbon to the
threat marine debris has to wtldlife either through
20

ingestion or entanglement.”
Similar clean-ups were mounted this year by other
Pacific, Atlantic and Gulf coastal states as a result of
the first Oregon project.
*
Nearly 1,000 miles of*&egon coastal streams
are the subject of a five-year stream Improvement
program by the Bureau of Land Management, with
the major effort being to substitute for the key missing
element-the
large old-growth tree 1runks 01 woody
debris so lmpoltant to production of salmon and
steelhead. In the past, so-called ?orrec1Ive actions’
have meant clearing debris and barriers from streams
where logging and roadbuilding had taken place. The
BLMS recently released “Five-Year Comprehewve
Anadromous Fish Habitat Plan for Oregon Coasta/
Rivers’ notes:
“Historically, there were many fallen, large, oldgrowth trees (trunks or parts) in Oregon’s coastal
streams that created some of the best spawnmg and
rearing areas for young salmon and steelhead. The
signtficance of this natural occumng large woody
material to anadromous fish productivity was not fully
recognized until recent years.” BLM will spend more
than two million dollars over the next five years to
recreate the conditions eliminated by past “corrective
actions.”
*
From Tom Lucke. Ch:;. NPS Water Resources
Division in Fort Collins, Cola., comes the note that
the Natural Resources Law Center produces a publication entitled Resource Law Notes, which contains
alticles and information on Natural Resources leglslalion and policy. A subscription is available without
charge. You can be placed on the mailing list by
writing to:
Editor, Resource Law Notes, Natural Resources
Law Center, Universdy of Colorado, School of Law,
Boulder, CO 80309-0401.
h
The summer 1985 issue of Renewable Resources
Journal (Bethesda, MD) contains an article by Anthony S. Earl, Governor of Wisconsin, entitled ‘Lessons from Germany in Controlling Acid Ran.’ The
article is adapted from his speech before the Inlergovernmental Conference on Acid Rain in Quebec,
April 11. 1985.
The U.S. EPA and the National Acid Precipitation
Program National Lake Survey, Phase II, now is
being implemented for the northeast U.S. Phase II
will evaluate chemical variability and biological status
for a select set of lakes and streams and follows a
Phase I synoptic survey of lake and stream chemistry
presently being implemented in the west. A planned
Phase Ill will establish a small number of long term
monitonng sites, similar 1o previous and ongoing
NPS efforts, to quantify future changes in the chemistry and biology of geographically representative
aquabc ecosystems.
*
Countryside Commi~~oon News, produced by
England’s Countryside Commission, IS published
every two months and offers an excellent way to
keep abreast of what is happentng in English parks
and protected areas. It is distributed free to national
parks, research and academic institutions, and other
mterested patties. The latest issue contained an
Continued

on next page

Visitor Advocate: A Novel
Management Strategy
By Jean A. Merriman
For some time, I have had the gnawing feeling that
a// was not quite we// in paradise. Today’s spenafin
fion, operational complexfv, andendlessly competing
demands on evmyone’s time to police and sew&e
our organizational machine is a source of dismay.
One is haunted by the suggestron that the varypw
p%e for which our Servkx was estabfished gets put
on the back burner Too many important things /ali
between the cracks and no one fs quite sure why.
Our IHe experiment was conce;vadouf of our anxiety
that attenlion to the vrsitor, h!s exparfence andneeds,
was fess than complete. While there are multiple
examplesofexceilence, thereaisoaregfaring voids.
We needed a common sense evaluabon of our cot/a&e response to Yailowstone’s v;s!tors - direct and
~mmadiate feedback to managers and supe~~fsors
that can be transiated into constructfve and responsive change. We do not need a weighty study casf in
statisbcai jargon geared to meet astringent academic
criteria.
What to do? Everyone is busy, overloadad and n/f
never have time for nfrospection and assessment.
Bes;des, we a// have ferrilory to protect and don?
appreciate our peers and colleagues being cr,t,cai of
our programs. Enter Jean Merriman; perceplive, crftical (yet not threatemng), positive, empathet;c, and a
person whose understanding of oganfzational
psychology and other “realfffes’ allowed her to be a
catalyst - the ;deal !/N/or Advocate. Followfng is her
descnption of our experiment.
Bob Barbee, Supt.
Yellowslone National Park
Yellowstone’s Superintendent, Bob Barbee, introduced an innovative management scheme in the
summer of 1985 with an experimental seasonal positon havmg three broad guidelines: Improving the vis-
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alticle by Steven Golden of Ihe U.S. NPS, titled “Our
Ways and Your Ways,” comparing and contrasting
the British and U.S. park systems. The newslefle?s
editor is Ann Ewns, John Dower House, Crescent
Place, Cheltenham. Glos., England GL50 3RA.
.*
A small, harmless isd,
Arabidopsis thaffana,
may prove as helpful in the field of plant genetics as
the fruit fly Dmsophffa has to animal geneticists and
the bacterium E, co/i has to muobial geneticists.
Initial work on this bny plant of the mustard family is
described in the Sept. 20, 1965 Sc;ence by Elliot M.
Meyer&z
and Robert E. Pruin of Caltach in
Pasadena. The complexity of plant genetic material
(the genome) has been a barrier to progress in
understanding the mechanisms of inheritance and in
applying that knowledge to genetic engineering.
Arabidopsts contains only about 1 percent the
amount of DNA in wheat. and less than 0.5 percent
the amountof repetitive sequence. Its life cycle is five
weeks and one plant can produce thousands of seeds.

itor’s experience and, if possible, making it better
quickly if it were not what it should be; looking into
why things fall through the cracks; and making the
administration more responsive. This unusual concept was put to the test when the nod went to me for
the position. As a Professor of Environmental Studies
and Planning at Sonoma State University in Callfornia, I had taught for many years in an interdisciplinary
field and was in wne sense pre-adapted to think
wholistlcally and synthetically in terms of where the
complex parts fit tcgether to make Ihe Yellowstone
operation tick. While having no long-term
careerstake
in any aspect of the park’s bureaucracy, I had 12
years’ seasonal experience at Yellowstone and
Acadia National Parks, which gave me the Inside?s
view of how things are done.
In a sense, I created my own structure as the ppsition evolved. At the outset It seemed that some level
of accounlabllily was in order, so I kept a dally log of
my activities, which I discussed with the Superintendent about once a week. A couple of typical entnes:
6122 Checked out visitor complaint about
toilets at Fountain Paint Pots. Whew!
7127 Wide ranging discussion with Canyon
Maintenance Foreman re amphitheater repairs and winter operation, especially re
warming hut and needs for sewage and water.
These notes were always somewhat cryptic. My
goal was to fact-hnd in order to improve situations,
not lo fault-find. I needed to get candid input without
posing a threat to people and careers. I tried several
approaches to finding out what Yellowstone vistiors
were really experiencing; looking at v~sttorcomplaints,
reading reports of problems from field staff, interviewing as many employees as possible from the Safety
Officer to wailers. top management to seasonal personnel. At times I posed as a typical park visitor - I
called her Sara Jones from lllinols -eating the food,
camping, attending actwities. and sleeping in concassioner lodging. On one occasion I was accompanied
by my wheelchair-bound mother which permitted an
expenential evalualion of handicapped access.
Having gathered information in this way, I selected
some of the material for presentation at the weekly
Squad meetings. These presentations followed such
themes as, “What are we doing that is inconvenient
or oxfusing for visitors?’ For instance, for eight seaspns there were visitor and staff complaints about
erm in the park map but the solution somehow had
kept eluding us. This was solved easily with a quick
check on the accuracy of the proposed 1986 map. A
more complex issue was how to improve and simplify
the complicated system usad to obtain permits and
passes. While no one liked the status quo very much,
there were constraintsinhibitingchange: money. staff,
physical plant and the habit of always having done it
that way. The upshot of these discussions was to set
a 1966 management goal for reviewing the whole process of issuing boating. fishing and backcountry permits and the Golden Age/Golden Access passes.
Another 01 my presentation themes was, “What do
the visitors find after we invite them to a particular
place in the Park?” In this instance, I brought the park
to the Squad meetingviatwoslide presentations. The
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first focused on the physical degradation of Natural
Bridge, a delightful linle area on a side road, which
was losing the priority battle to better known attract~ons such as Old Faithful. As a result of the presentation, the area has been scrutinized by top management, with Ihe likelihood thal eventually there will
emerge specific plans for the area. The second slide
presentation dealt with the amphitheaters which, in
1984, we attended by 170,000 visitors. Signing, slling. and maintenance ranged from adequate to pow
in 10 facilities. Thegoal here wasto highlight the need
for an interdisciplinary team, including naturalists, the
safety afticer, planners, handicapped access speaalisis, and maintenance personnel, to create for the
amphlthealers a maintenance schedule that was on
a fast track in line but with budgetary and use realities.
In both instances. field people and administrators
across all divisional lines were made aware that a
nalural place and several much-used facilities were
in need of attention and that improvement would
dramatically enhance the visito<s impression of
Yellowstone.
The literature that the Yellowstone visitor gets,
whei:ler free or purchased is highly varied in st@
and quality. Each piece evolved from some need of
the moment or some opportunity to tap a particular
expertise. The output is often redundant and lrequenlly laced with mconsistencies and armrs, which
is not surprising, since publications involve at least
six different, relatively independent offices. While I
was certainly not the first to see the need to develop
an organizational process for oveniew of printed materials, I was able to be a catalyst for change. I began
with a shori paper for the Superintendent pointing to
the poor economy and matching result of run-away
publications. Ha responded by drawing together rap
resentatives from various pertinent divisions and offices to address the problem. My role was that of a
facilitator with this group, directing and organizing the
initial meetings until a chair could be selected. The
work of the committee is on-going, but teems to be
moving toward developing a logo, style and content
standards, and recommendations for restructuring the
publication process.
Visitors expect every uniformed NPS employee to
be able to answer their special questions. It’s not passible, of coursa, but it was clear that there was room
for improvement !n Yellowstone. and that the situation
might be addressed by a training and orientation program. I found that nearly half of the high-publiccontact
employees received no special preparation far this
range of questions, especially maintenance and some
concessioner people, and that others such as the
naturalists and rangers had different and highly spa
cialized programs. Superintendent Barbee again
gave ma a facilitator’s role tp get a broadly representative group together to address these issues. This
group’s work, too. is on-going, with the goal of giving
Yellowstone’s employees a baseline orientalion program with Information about the mission of the park,
an understanding of specific job roles and a competent grasp of the mundane but critical information that
visitors need.
Continued
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A third major guideline lor my work was to help the
administrabon be more responsive to all sectors of
this 2% million acre park. No one story is remarkable,
but many small mstances added up - informal notes
to the awstant superintendent, the landscape architect, the concessions specialist and others, made
the right connection about things as varied and commonplace as toilet installattons, road stripes, weather
reports and phone procedures. I actively sought ways
to recognize people outside the admlnistralion by
suggesting that ceriain commendable staff achievements mtght be inleresting COURIER stows.
The supenntendent’s unswerving support often
slated publicly, was particularly important to me personally, for I fell the void of not having w-workers
with whom I could check things out. The combination
of Barbee’s public support and the novelty oi the ap
preach had intarlgible payoff -some of the ideas set
in motion may surface later in benefiaal ways. We
foundthatjusl asking the right question inthe right context could set repairs and remedial actions m motion.
Dr. Gary Machlis. Project Leader of the NPS
Cooperatw? Park Studies Unit at the University of
Idaho, has written about the conditions that make
change possible. Paradowally. we all need change
and yet we all resist it. After all, even “gang lrom bad
to worse’ IS a change. One criterion for acceptance
of a novel idea or procedure is that it be explicitly
defined as an experiment so that if it is inappropriate
rt won’t be set in concrete My work was clearly
labeled an experiment for a summer and as some
good results began to emerge the skeptics became
supportive and helpful in ways that reinforced what I
was doing.
Dr. Machlls has lectured on employee burn-out in
NPS senings. According to him one positive step in
alleviating this dread phenomenon is providing employees an opportunity to be heard by someone. I am
touched, really, that people entrusted so much in candor. I responded with scrupulous discretion. or as the
aphorism goes, owe were designed with two ears.
always open, and one mouth; it will close.”
The questlon remains: -Is this unusual management approach unique to the personalities of those
mvolved? In ceriain particulars, powbly yes. But I
feel that on overview of the enbre operation, made
by an outsider with sensltiwty to the inner social order
of parks, for the purpose of g!wng the superintendent
Information he needs to know, has a place.
Perhaps a suitable lob description, provislonally titled, “Vlsitor Advocate” might be:
Incumbent must have severalseasons prior
NPS expenence, VIP-retirees dewable; no
career stake beyond profewonalism; positive
view of people; communtcation skills; tolerance for travel and social Isolation; high tolerance for ambiguily.
Rewards - flexible schedule. highly varied
work, the chance to meet a lot of the park
family you’d never meet otherwise; unlimited
opporlun~ty for creatiwty and a view of the big
picture that expands one’s sense of the National Park mwon.

Electrolysis Proves Useful
In Presenting Metal Relics
By Herbert C. Bump and Frank H. Gilson
The Florida Research and Conservation Laboratory,
begun in 1967. is a section of the Florida Department
of Slate’s Bureau of Archaeological Research. The
lab was set up origlnally to conserve and stabilize
&facts relating specifically to the history and prehistory of Florida and to serve the conservatton needs
of the various museums and historical societies in the
state.
However, in recent years the lab has expanded its
operations and now contracts to do conservation work
for the National Park Service, historical soaeties, organizatlons and slate government agencies throughout the United Slates, and the Caribbean. The volume
of allifactual material processed annually through the
lab has tripled in the past two years. Even so. the
amount of conservation work still needed is staggering, and many objects of cultural, historical or archaeological importance are being lost each year.
Much of Florida’s hrstory lies beneath the sea in
the form 01 shipwrecks. Although is also treats arlifacls, the FlorIda Research and Conservation Lab
speaalizes in the preservation of coastal and submerged artifacts, which pose a special problem. The
corrosion processes of iron in aquatic or coastal enw
ronments are generally known but the reactions are
complex and subject to many interacting variables. It
IS usually possible, however, to determine what conservation alternatives are warranted for any artifact
through visual inspection and knowledge of 11sprevious environment.
On old shipwreck material and items from coastal
environments the most prevalent iron corrosion products are ferrous sulfide, magnetite, ferrous hydroxide
and iron chloride. Once iron has been contaminated
by exposure to a submerged or coastal environment
the corrosion process will continue, and even axelerate. II the iron artifact is exposed to the air, the ferrous
compounds can oxidize to a ferric state where they
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occupy a greater volume and scale off the surface.
This process can disfigure a pwe and evenlually
destroy it.
The greatest damage, however is caused by iron
chlorides. Iron, especially cast !ron. is highly porous.
Sea waler penetrates the adifati and carries corrosive chlorides (salts) deep within the metal. If the artifact is later exposed IO the air, the water will evaporate, leaving the salts behind. Allowing a metal artifact
to dry without removing the salts will cause damage
and eventual destruction of the artifact.
Many artdacts throughout the United States have
suffered from continuing corrosion through the years
and wtll eventually be worthless unless conservation
measures are taken, but most are still worth the effort
required for preservation. Detecting corrosion problems before they get out of hand IS a reiatlvely sample
procedure. One may begin by looking at the altifact
for the followmg visible conditions:
1. Is the iron leaking a blush-purple stain on its surface or on its coating? (Pholo ij
2. On a hot dry day does the iron show small beads
of liquid on its surface? (Photo Zj
3. Is the iron cracked? Cracks will usually appear
along sharp edges first. (Photo 3)
The photos tllustrate dram&c conditions. If any of
the conditions can be seen with the unaided eye, the
artifact should be considered for treatment. The badly
damaged cannon in Photo 4 illustrates what will occur
if nothIng is done.
Electrolysis is the commonest method of extrading
corrasive salts from ferrous and other metal artifacts.
This oxidation-reduction process uses an altifacl as
a cathode, an anode, an electrolyttc m&urn and a
DC power wurce. The process involves negatively
charging the salt ions inside the metal so that they
are attracted toward the positively charged anode and
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thereby extracted from the metal.
Commonly, the adtfact and anode are submerged
rn a tank of lkquid electrolyte. However, the industrral
sector has long used a “dry electrolytrc technique to
protect reinforcement rods in poured concrete siructures - an instance where submersion in eleckolyle
is not possrble. In this technique, a conductrve mastic.
which swves as the anode, 15 painted directly onto
the concrete. The reinforcement rod becomes the
cathode while the natural dampness in the concrete
acts as the electrolyte. This padicular technique is
especially useful in the presewation of historrc reinforced concrete structures located along Florida’s
coastline.
Another electrolylic technique used by the research
and Conservation Laboratory IS underwater cathodic
proteclfon. This technique is used to protect submerged iron artifacts such as cannons or metal hull
ships. Using the same principle asthat used to protect
outboard motors or offshore drilling ngs from salt corman, zinc “sacrilicral’ anodes are attached lo the
iron artifacts. In this case the seawater itself acts as
the electrolyie.
Underwater cathodic protection is used to preserve
historic iron shipwrecks that may be salvaged entire
at some future date. It may be used in the preservation
of submerged displays such as the reproduction of
an 18th century shipwreck at Pennekamp Coral Reef
Slate Park at Key Large, Florida. It may also be used
for the preservation of submerged national shrines
that are to remain in situ but are beginnrng to show
srgns of deterioration.
Electrolysis is an effective preservation tool; however, no amount of technique can overcome lack of
interest in the field. Even after adifacts needing preservation are identified, preserved and stabrlized,
sxne care must be taken in performing preventive
maintenance. It IS most disheadenrng to the conservator visiting a historic site to f!nd the valuable &fact
that he so carefully preserved six months before, deteriorating through lack of simple maintenance
Bump 6 Conservatron Lab Superv;sor and Gbon
is Lab TechnicianlArchaeoiogrcal fliuslrator for Ihe
Florida Research and Conservation Lab ;n Tallahassee.
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From Trace Elements To Prehistoric Diets
By Judith Miles
Archaeologists are constantly adapbng to then own
uses the advancements made in other fields of research. Currently, we are witnessing the development
of a technique to assay chemical content in various
substances for purposes of interpretmg the diet and
the environment of prehistoric people. Generally, this
is done by identifying components of the food chain
and evaluating the amounts of trace minerals and
carbon isotopes that are transmitted through the system. A chemical bone analysistechnique is applrcable
now to many archaeological study areas, and rt promisesto become more versatile as reknemenis are made.
The Method
Through the use of highly sophrsticatad equipment,
relative proportionsof certain minerals (e.g. strontium,
zinc, magnesium, calctum. sodium, copper) and carbon isotopes can be measured to yield information
characterizing prehistonc diets. Bone and its components, teeth, and flash are the principal materials assayed; normal trace element quantities differ relative

to the tissue type being assayed.
Analysis requires a 0.5 gram sample-sometimes
less. The measurements cannot be interpreted dtrectly as drstinct diets. Instead, interpretation IS made
from patterns and relative ratios, distinguished rn each
level of a particular food cham To do this. analysis
must extend to soil, plants (both weld and cultivated),
hertivores, and cam~voras, as well as human remains. Most importantly, all these must be derived
from a smgle spatial and temporal subsistence base.
Experiments using atomic absorption spectroscopy
and electron microprobing reveal whtch minerals are
the most stable (resistant to leachrng) under various
condrtions and thus are most reliable to measure.
Carbon isotope analysfs, using any of several
techniques, can define different carbon isotopes remnant of agricultural, huntrng. gathering, and mixed
subsistence strategies.
Application of Carbon Isotope Analysis
The application of carbon rsotope analysis can be
23

~liustrated in the followmg manner.
Maize and other plants whose genetic pools have
adapted to strongsunltghffollow a photosynthetic process called a C, pathway; it uses a higher frequency
light wavelength than do trees, wheat, andotherplant
foods that have adapted to a more mew (moderately
moist) climate. The photosynthetic process used by
these plants IS called a C, pathway. C, plants are
more discnmmant against carbon 13 (“C), a fact that
results m a i-nor.5negative ratio of carbon 13 isotopes
to carbon 12 isolopes (‘“C to “C) rn bone collagen
of animals that eat C, plants as compared to that
produced by eating C, pathway plants.
(An isofopa is one of hvo or more spa& of aloms
of the same chemical element that have the same
atomrc number and occupy the same position in the
ptvodlc table and that a~ nearly identical in chemical
behavior but differ n atom& mass or mass number
andso behave d;fferefltlyn the massspectrograph.
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and may be detected and separated by means of
these differences. The “superscripting” (as in ‘C) refers to the atomic number of an element; the ‘subscdpt;ng (in this case, C,j indicates the number of
carbons involved in photosynthesis.
Patterns of the ‘% to “C ratio, derived from skeletal
remains, serve to distinguish the relative amounts of
C4 pathway foods (such as maize), C, pathway foods
(such as wheat), and diets that have consisted of
mixed grains. The earliest North American cultures
lor example drd not have maize. The histortc movement of maize as it gradually was domesticated and
moved northward from Mexico into areas deficient on
other C, plant foods, can be read in thechangrng ‘C
to ‘C ratio that occurred in human bones and therefore in the subsistence base.
The earlier C, diets show a range difference in the
carbon isotope ratro than later marze-based diets. Art
factual and botanrcal evidence of intensified agricultural activities seems to confirm the implicatrons of
the carbon isotope analysis.
Applications of Trace Mineral Analysis
Mineral content also provrdes clues to the food system being explorted. The idea IS based on the premise
that mdlviduals subsisting on similar diets will show
the same relative proportions of different minerals.
Trace elerrrznt analysis of strontium (Sr), for instance.
is largely determined by the amount of meat consumptron. In accord with the latest scientific information, high levels of Sr suggest a prelerence for a more
vegetanan
diet, wrth lower intake of meat. Even when
C4 plants are introduced into the diet, dependency
on meat might still be tracked. (Interpretation must
take into account the diet 01 the anrmals that were
consumed.)
An important recent development in trace element
analysis is the strotium-tocalcium ratios (SriCa).
Generally, Sr/Ca decreases progressively as it moves
up the load chain because Sr IS discriminated against
and Ca is discrrminated for. progressively, in normal
mammalran metabolrc processes. If SriCa references
can be developed for each level in the food chain,
then human remains of those who exploited that food
chain can be compared for srmilarities in SdCa ratios.
In so doing, we are closer to knowing who ate what
and where along the food chain. Prehrstonc human
burials, the matrix in whtch they are burred, and samples of the available food base are the raw materials
for mrneral trace analysrs.
Theoretically, the Information this kind 01 analysis
yields would give archaeologists evrdence to Identify
people who had “preferential access” to high-protern
food sources or to describe a community where food
resources were utilized equally but acquired through
task specralization. The former suggests an elite element in the social structure; the latter implies an exchange mechanrsm in the economrc system.
Problems to Reckon With
The samples analyzed for trace elements present
problems which will come under increasing control as
rmprovements are made in the technique. The
amount of environmental contaminatron in bones
must be discerned. S&a uptake by plants varies accordrng to the available Sr and Ca in the soil, water,
and arr. Studies show that the highest Sr concentratrons rn the U.S. currently are in the Southwest. Therefore, care must be taken to obtarn samples that were

associated and to ascertarn the degree of alteratron
thesamples haveencounteredsince theirdeposition.
A further complication is that several variables can
affect SriCa in bone. Biological development stages
affect a person’s metabolic rate which, in turn, produces very hrgh variations 01 Sr/Ca in growing individuals. The most variabilkty Seems to occur between
4 and 13 years of age. On the other hand, infants
with srmilar metabolic rates may have entirely different ratios. The controlling factor IS whether or not they
are weaned, since mammary glands effectively discriminate against Sr in a mothers milk. Other factors
Include Ca levels rn the diet, which affect the amount
of Srabsorbed. Thus, thevitalstatisticsand nutritronal
profile of the indrvrduals comprising the population
are important to properly interpret analytic results.
Most of the other technrcal problems lacing researchers in this area have been fairly well defined
and therefore can be effectively dealt with. Not the
least of these is the use of a destructive analytic process that requires some tough calls - whether the
information to be gained is worth the consumption 01
the material.

element analysis of mineral in bone. Given the results
of current research, the most important known factors
that modify normal SdCa levels are diet, age, health,
and sex of an rndivrdual. plus any pastdepositional
effects on the skeleton. Care must be taken to assess
the eftect of these variables has on the data.
This type of chemical bone analysis can be applied
to many different cultural settings and topics of research, such as detection of increased dependence
on dairy foods, determrnation of the estimated age of
weaning, explanation of the effects of dret on craniofacial morphology, identification of dietary adaptations
to differing envrronments. pinpomting differential access to protern sources wrthrn a geographic area.
A major benefit of trace element analysrs is that it
can provide insight into the drets of healthy individuals
rather than only the nutritionally stressed population
as perceived through the more common approaches
in paleopathology.
The krnd of socioienvironmental Insights provided
by such carefully researched information can add rmmeasurably to the interpretation of our ancrent cultural
ESO”KeS.

Recommendations for Future Research
Carbon isotope analysis found rts way into the screntific communrty several decades ago and thus has
fewer problems in application than does the new trace

Miles ;s an Archaeologist with the Dwisron of Cultural Research, NPS, Southwest Regional 0tfic.e on
the Univers~fyofNewMexicocampus. (PO. 60x2617,
Albuquerque. NM 87125j.

Fort Vancouver
Builds Its Own

Bryn Thomas, working out of the archaeological
department at Eastern Washington University and
under the auspices of the Washington State Departmentof Transportation, supervised the village excavations. A contract between NPS and Eastern Washing
ton U gave Thomas the job of cataloging the arkfacts,
after which they wound up in cardboard boxes in the
back of the reconstructed Indian Trading store.
Examination showed marked deterioration 01 the
metal. Treatment was necessary if the relics were not
to become mere piles of red dust. Instead of sending
the collection to Eastern Washington U lor treatment,
Pacific Northwest Region Curator Kent Busch
suggested treating them at the Fort
Enter Herb Bump from Florida.
The June 1995 phone call from Thomson resulted
in the picture story on the Fort Vancouver operatron.
A phone call from Park Sc;ence to Bump &cited the
companion piece by Bump and Frank H. Gilson, describing the process and the work berng done at the
Florida Research and Conservatron Lab rn Tallahassee-part of the Bureau of Archaeological Research
rn the State Department of Archives, History and Records Management.

A phone call to Park Science from Fort Vancouver
NHS started this story Jim Thomson, the Forts
superintendent, was reponing on an electroysis
technique for preserving and reclaimrng the metal artrfacts then being uncovered at the site. Ha also credited the method with slowrng the march of time and
oxygen toward eventual demrse of the long-stored
metal treasures that had previously been unearthed
there.
For nearly 40 years, the trove of significant relics
had been buildrna up at the old fort site. Excavations
that were beguhin’1946, had resulted in the 1948
establrshment of Fort Vancouver as a unrt of the National Park System. Then, rn 1976. with constructron
beginnrng for a new highway complex that would
cover the old Fort vrllage site, excavation work was
accelerated. As the “digs” went down, the cache of
artifacts went up.

me processmy
A pa!, 01 scissors, recoverea irom one or me recent wage excavaoons, is
to
show the corrosion whrch is being arrested by immersion in the sod/urn hydroxide solution and subjection to the
weakcurrent. Severaimonths maybe requredtond themetaiofits corrosive elements and arrestdetemrat!on.
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Through Darkest New Mexico
With Tongue in Cheek - Or
The Exotic African Oryx
By Mifiord Fletcher
Soufhwesf Region CM Scienfisf
What the Devil is an Oryx?
This question has been heard frequentb in New
Mexico dudng the past few months as the National
Park Service sutfaced plans to remove the beasts
from While Sands National Monument.
The animal in question is the African Olyx, or
Gemsbok (Oryx gazeI/.?), which was introduced into
New Mexico in the late 1960% along with three other
exotic animals from the Old World.
The purpose of these introductions is still debala.
ble. Ostensibly, the reasoning had to dowith providing
huntable populations. Behind thisstatedpw’posewas
a rationale best described in the book Pleistocene
Erf;nclions, by Dr. Paul Marlin, which argues that a
substantial number of large ungulates became extinct
about 10,000 years ago - a situation that Dr. Maltin
argues was brought about by primitive humans, who
found a “naive prey” when they crossed the Bering
Straits and swept through Nolth America on their way
to fame and foltune in New Mexico and Central
America. Dr. Martin and his adherents insist that with
the demise of these numerous, large ungulates, an
ecological “vacancy” has existed in the southwest for
centuries. and the introduction of these species was
meant to till that gap!
Be that as it mav. in the late 1960s and earlv 1970%
the New Mexico bept. of Game and Fish b&an an
introduction program to provide huntable populations
of several nonnative animals. These include the Barbary sheep, hvo species of Ibex, and the Oryx. There
were 93 oryx released between 1969 and 1973; the
population in the Tularosa Basin now is around 6M)
animals. They were released north of White Sands
National Monument on land managed by the U.S.
Army White Sands Missile Range and H&man Air
Force Base, east of the Monument.
Through the years, the oryx have extended their
range south (and all other points of the compass),
until they began to be noticed on the Monument in
increasing numbers. They were identified as a pmblem as early as 1973 in the Resource Management
Plan for White Sands. A modest research project lad
to the conclusion that there were between 50 and 100
oryx on the west and southern portions of the Monument and their range was spreading.
Since NPS policy is clear in regard to exotics, steps
were taken to include the oryx in the NPS Natural
Resource Preservation Program projects. The proposal included fundmg to fence the southern and
western boundaties of the Monument. Over two years,
more than $400,000 of fencing was built along about
19 miles. The fence, an Ii-strand smwth wire creation. was designed by the SW Regional staff for the
specific purpose of excluding oryx These largest of
the African antelope have weights at maturity of up
to44Opoundsand horn lengthsofwellover50inches.
On May 25, 1965, NPS staff and observers from
the New Mexico Dept. of Game and Fish and the
White Sands Missile Range met to conduct census
and removal of the oryx. In 6.4 hours of helicopter

time, 18 animals weredriven fromthepark ThefenCe
had been completed on the southern end of the Monument some two weeks previously, and aerial observations showed a herd of 46 animals which had fortuitously been out of the Monument when the fence was
completed.
Approximately 30 percent of the animals removed
were juveniles. which indicated a rapidly growing
population. Management is difficuii because three
sides of the Monument are managed by the U.S. Army
and our neighbor on the fourth side is Holloman AF
Base. Aerial activities must be coordinated well in
advance and limited to a few hours each day because
of the missile-testing and “star wars” weapons development on adjacent lands.
The north side of the Monument remains unfenced.
and how far these animals will move to circumvent
the fence is uncertain. The existing fence, however,
appears to be successful in preventing ingress The
fence was built with treated wood posts driven at
either 16 or 20 feet intervals. Metal posts rapidly de-

teriorate in Me calcium sullate soils of the Monument.
Wire strand numbers can be adjusted vertically to
meet the particular need. (We, for example, put the
first wire 16” above ground to allow American antelope (Antilocapra americanal to pass under the
fence.] The strands are then stretched to 250 lb./w
inch. This allows the wires to stretch against a spring
but they will not break when hit or pushed on.
The author has, himself, hit the fence at a dead run
and been bounced back as though from a trampoline.
Other wildlife have shown the same reaction. We feel
this type 01 fence may have applicability in other NPS
areas. The cost ($3.50 per linear foot) is comparable
with other high-quality fencing. Details can be obtained lrom the Division of Natural Resource Management, PO Box 720. Santa Fe, NM 67501.
The oryx problem at White Sands National Monument
is not solved. Continued aerial drives will be conducted
and both the military and New Mexico Department of
Game and Fish will be urged to help deal with the
serious exotic ungulate problem on the Monument.

The fence (above) and the fence-tightener (below), specifically deslgned to help solve the African oryx problem
at White Sands National Monument. The tightener stretches we to 250 pounds per square inch.
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Cultural Landscape Management
at Buffalo National River
By Ric Alesch

Editor’s Note: t?ox/ey Valley in the Buffalo Nat;onal
River is lheseffing fora ‘high fevelmeeting”ofnafural
snence and cultural h&or): and the blending of National Park SeWe objectives wilh community pride
and wishes.
Ric Aiesch, an NPS Denver Service Center park
pIanne< sees the Boxley Valley process as a longterm experiment in Ihe creative formulafion of fhe
most difficullt kind of management plan that facts the
Service: “the issue of how to perpefuafe the private,
agricultural community in harmony wifh the hisforic
scene, naturalresources, andappropriafe wsitoruse.”
The pressing problem, according fo Alesch. is the
disposit;on of vacant farm boildIngs thaf are falling
into disrepair But other sticky issues include the deskabikfy of allowing new houses, grazing, and appropriaale commerc;al acr;v;t;es. Resource managemenl issues include the valleys historic sgnificance,
forest encroachment on vacanf farmlands, streambank erosion, and water quality V&r use and developmenl issues include how lo enhance fhe drivethrough experience and where to develop trails in the
valley One of the most drfficult questions, Alesch said,
is whaf “management agreements” should be used
to implement any plan. (He menlioned /easing vs.
se//back as an example.)
Thus IS a story lhat goes beyond the usual focus of
Park Science, but because it involves fhe fruits of
scientific research and deals heavily with natoral wsource management, and because these maffer are
here considered within the larger framework that so
often tends to mcdiv the “pure findings,” it was decided to lef Alesch tell Ihe s@ry from the point of view
of the project manager. /f holds lessons for everyone
kwolved in bofh input and outreach, and it speaks
direcfly to some mandates /aid down recenrfy by Director Mon.

The 1975 Master Plan for Buffalo National River
(BUFF) designated theE!oxley Valley isa”privateuse”
zone, “including some farmlands that may continue
in private ownership, subject to scenic controls and
necessary rights-of-way for roads and trails as long
as water and air pollution are not inneased:’ The
master plan does not provide any details on management of the valley, and for various reasons the NPS
has acquired lee-simple ownership of most of the valley although many sellers retained “use and occupancy” agreements for up to 25 years.
In 1983, the park and Southwest Regional Office
(SWRO) staff identified the need to develop a management strategy for Boxley Valley. The Denver Service Center (DSC) was requested to study Boxley and
prepare a management plan. The overall issue is how
to perpetuate the private, agricultural community in
harmony with the historic scene, natural resources,
and appropriate visitor use.
A planning team was organized consisting of myself
as proiect manager, Mike Bureman, cultural resource
specialist. DSC; Steve Chancy, resource managsment specialist trainee, BUFF; Doug Faris, chief of

planning and design, SWRO; Craig Frazier, historical
architect, DSC; Alec Gould, BUFF superintendent;
Jim Liles, BUFF asst. supt.; John Murphy, landscape
architect, DSC; and Laura Soulliere Harrison, architectural historian, SWRO.
A task directive was prepared to identify the product, clarify the issues, identify data needs, develop a
schedule, specify public involvement strategies. and
clarify responsibilities. Because this project was an
unusual planning efforl and the first attempt at a cultural landscape report, this was a critica and relatively
time-consuming phase.
The next step was to assemble resource data for
the area. A historic resource survey was wnducted
by the cunural resource specialists on the team. This
involved several weeks of fieldwork to evaluate the
area, which includes over 200 structures. They
categorized structures into four levels of significance,
and determined that the valley should be nominated
to the National Register 01Historic Places asa cultural
landscape (rural historic district). This effort drew
upon a recently completed oral history project for Boxley Valley. Nomination forms have been prepared by
DSC, and SWRO will be submining them to the National Register office in Washington soon.
Other resource information that was developed or
assembled includes slopes, characteristic viewpoints,
open field visibility, vegetation, geology, floodplains,
soils, endangered species and archaeological sites.
Data were analyzed on existing landownership, land
use, visitor use and development. A series of overlay

maps were produced for these data using a common
topographic base map.
Then came the hardest part-using this information
to develop a management plan for the valley. Through
a series of team workshops, we developed a set 01
alternatives addressing the issues identified in the
task directive. We also brought in several ‘consultants” for a day or two to work on ceriain problems.
Among these experts was Joe Sax, Professor ol Law
from the University of Michigan. He provided input on
concepts and techniques for presewing communities
in national park areas. Bob Flanders of the Center for
Ozark Studies at Southwest Missouri State University
also provided valuable insights. Another source of
information and inspiration was Robert Melnick’s earlier work at Boxley and the draft NPS manual on cultural landscapes he was developing at the time.
After much discussion, debate, and several review
drafts, DSC printed the Drawl Land Use Plan/Cultural
Landscape RepoNEnvironmentai
Assessment in
September 1984. Four alternatives were presented
for guiding management of Boxley Valley. Alternative
A, the “no action” concept, would have continued the
trend of emphasizing natural resource preservation.
Alternative C stressed traditional historic presewation
and Alternative D stressed private use. The preferred
alternative, B, attempted to balance these objectives
while managing change in the valley.
The final plan, completed and approved in April
1985, is now in print and available through the park

Pa&r’s parsonage (l&j, the Boxley church (center). and Ihe former Boxiey school, now used as a communrty
buildfng, are among the vwal rewards of practicing “open field v,srbiiity’ at Buffalo Naflonal Rwer
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and the SWRO in Albuquerque, NM. It proposes a
ong-time cooperative effort with the Boxley Commuxty, including private efforts to maintain existing
TOWS with wme new homes allowed. Haying, grung, orchards and crops will be permitted with good
xlnservation practices employed. The reesiablishnent of a community store is proposed and “bed and
weakfast” operations are encouraged.
Historic structures will be preserved through tradilional use; modifications and new construction will be
subject to guidelines Included in the plan. Most fields
will be kept open through the agncultural uses described above. A forested buffer zone will be maintained along the river to preserve riverbanks and protect water quality. Measures will be taken to eliminate
or reduce livestock access to the river. Information
waysides. scenic pullouts and trails will be developed
to privde for compatible visitor use.
The Park Service wtll develop “management agreements” with individuals to encourage continued private use and cultural resource preservation, including
land exchanges, resales, and lease agreements
under the National Historic Preservation Act Funding
for implementation will coma primarily from private
sources, along with home NPS operating funds and
lease revenue.
One of the keys to the Boxley Valley plan’s Success
is that it is a comprehensive document prepared by
a multi-disciplinary team including DSC, park and regional office personnel. The critical culfural, natural,
and visitor use issues were dealt with concurrenlly
and solutions negotiated to make it work. Some of
the issues wnfinue to be controversial and the plan
is not without imperfections; but, most people within
and outside the Park Service have claimed it IS a good
document.
A major key to the study’s wccess is the public
involvement effort The team had informal meetings
with valley residents at the issue identification and
altematwes evaluation stage. A publrc meeting was
also held on the draft plan. Various members of the
team spent considerable lime talking to residents individually. Other members of the park staff also have

meetings of inferesf
1986
March 3-6, PRESCRIBED BURNING IN THE MIDWEST: STATE OF THE ART, at Stevens
Point, WI. Contact, Andi Koonce, Coil. of Nat. Res., UiWI, Stevens Point. WI 54481,
or (715) 346-2269.
March 21-26,61st NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE AND NATURAL RESOURCES CONFERENCE, MGM Grand, &no,
NV.
May 1-3, INDIANA DUNES RESEARCH CONFERENCE, Indiana University-Northwest,
Gary, IN. Contact Ron Hiebert, Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore,
1100 N. Mineral
Springs Road, Porter, IN 46304.
May 12-16, FIRST NATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON SOCIAL SCIENCE IN RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT, Oregon State University, Corvallis.
Contact. Donald R. Field, NPS
CPSU, osu 97331.
June 22-26, TENTH BIENNIAL NORTH AMERICAN PRAIRIE CONFERENCE, at Texas
Women’s
Universitv.
Denton.
TX. Contact
Native Prairie Assn. of Texas. Texas
Women’s
U., P.O. Box 2267$. Denton, TX 76204.
July 13-20, CONFERENCE ON RESEARCH IN THE NATIONAL PARKS, NPS and
Georae Wriaht Society co-a~onsors.
At Col. State University
Fort Collins. Contact,
Ray Herrm&
or C&in
Cummings,
339 Aylesworth
Hall tiW, Col. State U., Fort
Collins, CO 80523.
Oct. 25-28, CALIFORNIA CHANNEL ISLANDS SYMPOSIUM, Santa Barbara, CA. Contact, Gary E. Davis, Channel
Islands NP, 1901 Spinnaker
Dr., Ventura CA 93003.
1987
Sept. 12-19, THE FOURTH WORLD WILDERNESS CONGRESS. Denver, Estes Park,
and Fort Collins. CO. Contact
Dr. Jay Hughes,
Chairman,
Dean of Coil. of For &
Natural Resources.
Cof. State U. Fort Collins, CO 80523.
See also Meetings
of interest
in previous
issues of Park Science.

been working on improving the once-sour relationship
between NPS and the Boxley community In addition,
the team worked with staff from the state historic preservlion office and Advisory Council on Historic Preservation during the course of Ihe project
Much remains to be done over the next five to ten
years. This includes negotiations with existing land-

owners, appraisals, deed documents, farm management plans, archaeological sways, lease agreements, and momtaring. A good direction has been
established; a lot of lollow-up work will be needed rn
the years ahead.
The Boxley study has shown that through a cm!prehensive effort with appropriate data, the right
team, extensive public involvement and a commitment by management to follow through, a major cultural landscape can be preserved for the benefit and
enjoyment of future generations. DSC iscurrently beginning a smaller scale effort to develop a similar plan
for a more modest cultural landscape in the ErLie
area at Buffalo National River.
Alesch is a Park Planner at the NPS Denver Service
Center.

Help!
Jeff Marion, Mid-Atlantic Region Research
Biologist, is conducting research on campsite and
trail inventory/impact assessment and monitoring
systems. He also is interested in investigating the
application of field data recorders, microcomputers
and software for increasing the efficiency of implementing these systems. People who have developed
or worked with these kinds of systems are asked to
contact Jeff by phone or mail: Star Route Box 38.
Milford, PA 18337 (717-296-9280).

Two haying machines on ad,aceni farms withrn the boundanes Of Buffalo Natf~nal River COnlirlUe10 Operate
under the Eowiey Valley plan
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Landscape

of the Past:

Prairie Management at
Herbert Hoover National Historic Site
By Steve Robinson

Over a quarter 01 a millIon people each year are
drawn to West Branch, Iowa, the birthplace of the first
president born west of the Mississippi. Here, visitors
to the Herbert Hoover National Historic Site can walk
through the two-room cottage where the president
was born and lived his first five years. They can visit
the Herbert Hoover Presidential Library-Museum, the
Quaker Meetinghouse where the family worshippad.
the first one-room schoolhouse built in West Branch,
and, during the summer, can watch a blacksm!th at
work in the Jesse Hwver Blacksmith Shop.
But there are other resources of a different nature
wthin the park ihat also played an important role in
Hoover’s early years in Iowa. The park includes a
76.acre tract of reestablished natwe Iowa prairie one of the largest areas of reestablished prairie in the
state. Hoover recalled his boyhood in the 167Os, play
ing in small areas of virgin prairie along the Wap
sinonoc Creek and the Burlington track - remnants
of the days when more than 85 percent of Iowa was
prairie. He spent the summer of 1682 in Sioux County
Iowa with an uncle who was breaking m a prairie farm,
and one of his most vivid boyhood recollections was
rldlng the lead horse of the team that pulled the plow
through that virgm pralne sod.
The goal of NPS at Hoover NHS is to restore the
Hoover prairie to its appearance of 200 years ago,
before European settlers arrived in the area. Until
1971. the area had been under cultivation. In accordance with the p&s master plan, the 76.acre tract
was seeded with five different species of native prairie
grass - big bluestem, lkttle bluestem. sldeoats
gmma, swttchgrass and lndlan grass. A variety 01
praine forbs were introduced later in some parts of
the prawe. The grasses soon became very well establohad, so much so that they crowded out most of the
forbs. Over the years, however, one vital element 01
the prairie’s ecology was omitted -fire. Even though
a well-established stand of grasses was present,
there was nothing to prevent the gradual encroachment of woody specfes and noxious weeds.
The seedmg effort in 1971 was the beginning of a
long series of management techniques that have
been employedoverthe past 14years. By 1976, those
areas of the praine with the heawest concentrations
of weeds were mowed each fall, and craws of Youth
ConSaNatlon Corps (YCC) workers would hand-clip
individual thistle plants throughout the rest of the
prairie. This was done in an efforl to eliminate the
thistle seed source. reduce the thistle population. and
gwe an edge to the grasses and forbs the following
spring. The problem conllnued to worsen, however,
and a more aggressive course of action became
“S?SSaVy.
In line with the NPS-developed Integrated Pest
Management policy, the use of chemical pesticides
at Paw System sites IS carefully controlled. The variety of pest management techniques preferrad includes mechanical methods (mowlng. hand-clipping,
ftre) and bIological methods (host-speclfc Insects, for
example) for controlling pest ~ntestat~ons.These may
be used m combmation with the approved limited use
of chemicals. As the occurrence of noxious weeds IS
reduced and the grasses and forbs become mote

The Hoover Prairie stretches away irke a golden ocean around the Isaac Miles farm al Herber? Hoover NUS.
vigorous, pest control IS maintained by the prairie’s
own self-perpetuating ecosystem. However, that
ecosystem, to be complete, must include fire.
In 1981, the park staff wrote a Natural Resources
Management Plan that addressed, in detail, the existing problems in the prairie and suggested alternative
courses of action The plan called for the carefully
controlled and limited use of chemical pesticides in
order to gam control over the spread of noxious weeds
and the reintroduction of fire to the prairie. The park
staff worked closely with expelts in the field in developing a prairte rehabilitation plan atmed at restoring the natural prairieecology -a plan aimedat restoring the prairie’s ability to take care of itself. Dr. Paul
Christiansen. biology professor atCornellCollege. Mt.
Vernon, low. working with NPS Resource Management Specialist Bill Wilcox, has conducted an ~nventory of all plant species in the prairie. Other consultants included Jeff Joens, a wildltie management assistant with the Iowa Conservation CornmissIon; Bob
Dayion of the Soil Conservation Service; and Ben
Holmes and Gary Willson of the NPS MIdwest Regional C&e. These experts all agreed on the use of
fire as an effective management toot in restoring the
Hoover prairie.
The absence of tire, probably more than any other
single factor, has led tothe establishment and maintenance of undesirable species in the prairie. In fact,
had it not been for the recurring incidences of natural
and man-caused fires in Iowa’s grasslands, the soil
and climatic conditions would have given rise to
forests. Fires through the years have naturally eradicated the woody species before they could establish
a stronghold; fire also has perpetuated the native
grasses. whose root systems s~rwe the fires and
allow for a surge of new growth after the burn.
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The Resource Management Plan was approvad in
1962. Efforts were continued to ramova the seed
source of noxious weeds-this time with direct applicabon of a chemical herbicide on the thistles along
with hand-cllpping of individual plants. At the same
time, a prescribed burning plan was developed and
preparations were made to implement it.
The reintroduction of fire to the Hoover prairie was
accomplished through a prescribed burn in thespring

Scientific input into the Herbert Hoover NHS prane
managemenl program C provrded by Or Paul Chnshansen, professor of brology al Cornell Cokge, Mt.
Vernon, lo wa

Interagency Cooperation
Produces Sedimentation Study
By Jenness Hall, Brenda Pusso, and Diane Probus

A three-year sedimentation study of the Quantico
Creek in Prince William Forest Park was completed
in May, 1985. The study, made possible due to an
unprecedented team effort between the National Park
Service and the U.S. Geologic Survey (USGS), was
necessary in order lo identify sources and effects of
sedimentation within the watershed of the creek.
Prince William Forest Park straddles the fall kne,
which is the boundary between the Piedmont Province to the west and Coastal Plain Province to the
east. The topography IS undulating; with narrow ridge
tops and relatively steep-sided valleys. The trend of
the valleys and ridges IS northwest-southeast. The
park contains the major partton of the watersheds of
the Quantico Creek, and its major tributary South Fork
Quantico Creek. The soils drained by the Quantico
Creek are easily disturbed, which has led to severe
erosion problems.Increased visitor use of the park
and development outside the park boundary including activities on the neighboring Marine Corps Base,
have been suspected of increasing the erosion and

Prairie Management
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Continued

of 1984. The 76.acre tract was divided Into five “praine
management units.” Three units totaling 46 acres
were burned and two units were left unburned to provide a sanctuary for the prairie wildlife and to provide
a base for “before and after’ comparisons.
The burn prescripbon had the following objectives:
1. To burn back the trees. shrubs and noxious weeds
that generally starttheirgrowih earlierinthespring
than prairie grasses and f&s.
2. To remove the excess accumulation of liner in the
prairie, thus allowing sunlight to heat the earth and
encourage the growih of warm-season prairie
grasses. (Much of this organic matter, when
burned. would be released into the soil 10 nounsh
new grbwth.)
3. To increase and improve habitat for prairie wildlife
species.
Following the bum, the areas most heavily Infested
with weedswere olowed and planted with a rich seed
mixture of prair/e grass&and
forbs. Dr. Peter
Schramm of Knox College in Galesburg, Ill., was contracted to provide the native plant seeds and to do
the actual planting. He used a Nisbet seed drill, which
has oroven an effective device for plantinq native
grass seed.
Six months later. a dramatic difference could be
seen between the burned and unburned sections of
the pralne. The native grasses in the burned area
have come back with renewed vigor, standing six to
eight feet high in some areas. The Canada thistle,
though still present, has been reduced substantially.
Dr. Christian&s
post-burn prairie inventory showed
the percent cover of Canada thistle in the burned
portions of the prairie down from 30.9 percent in 1982
to 16.3 percent in 1984. The plowed areas, as would
be expected. have been invaded by avariety of weeds
and non-native foxtail grasses. According to Dr. Christiansen, these species should give way to the native
grasses and forbs this coming year.
At the same time. Dr. Laura Sweets, a plant

accelerating sediment deposition in the park’s four
lakes. The sediment deposited in the lakes has degraded water quality. Two of the lakes have become
silt laden to such an extent that they have lost their
recreational usefulness.
The need for a study of the sedimentation study
processes of the Quantico creek had been realized
for sometime. Several years ago, the park approached the USGS to undertakethe study. The high
estimated cost of the study and a shortage of NPS
funds made the work impossible a! that time. The
development of a proposal to share the study effort
resulted, in FY 1983, in thestartoftheQuantico
Creek
sedimentation study. The park agreed to supply manpower for data collection and laboratory analysis, to
build three gaging stations on the creek, and to purchase some field and laboratory equipment, thus wducing the contract price to a level that could be
funded by the Servicewide Water Resources Project
Account. Park base funds also paid for the parksupplied manpower and some of the equipment.
pathologist from Iowa State Umversity, has been
doing research on cetlain Canada thistle plants m the
prairie that have stunted growth characteristics and
are whitish in appearance. These plants are suspected of having a bacterial-like disease known as
ap~ai chlorosis, wh!ch has been found in Canada
thlstle in very few other areas of the state. Research
continues into the implications this may have on noxious weed control.
AS for the future, the Park Service plans to continue
its prescribed burn program in light of the apparent
success of the 1984 effolts. The prairie burned again

The USGS supplrad the expertise for the study.
They surveyed the Quanbco Creek and its tributaries
and selected 24 sampling sites, installed staff gages
at applicable sites, and selected the study design and
methods. While some sites were measured for discharge on both a monthly and storm event frequency,
others were measured on a monthly basis only. All
sites were measured bi-yearly.
A USGS gaging station was already !n operation
on the South Fork of the Quantico Creek at the parrs
western boundary. As agreed the park maintenance
staff constructed the additional three permanent gag
ing stations, bringing the total to four. For each of the
stations. the USGS provided an Automatic Data Recorder, which records the gage height at 15 minute
Intervals, and a graphic recorder, wh!ch produces a
continuous hydrograph. The latter was helpful in visualizing storm events and in calculating daily sediment load. The park purchased one Manning S-4050
Continued

on next page

in April 1985, under the supervision of Chief Ranger
Kurl Topham and this practice will continue periodically as pall of the natural prame ecology. In addition,
natlve forbs will conbnue to be Introduced, both
through seeding and manual transplanting, to I”crease the variety of plant species in the prairie
ecosystem. The condition 01 the prairie will be monm
tored closely and the working relatlonshlp with the
exoert consultants will be malntained.
Robinson, who was a park technician al Herberl
Hoover NHS, has been promoted lo Supervisory Park
Techn;cran at Mesa Verde NP R Colorado.

Fires, both natural and man-caused, have perpetualed the p%%ne grasses over lhe years and halted lhe
encroachmenf 01 woody speoes at Herbert Hoover NHS.
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Automatic Sediment Sampler and borrowed several
more from the District of Columbia government.
The USGS trained the paws resource management staff to take discharge measurements using a
tape measure. calibrated rod, and a velocity meter.
Depending on the height and velocity of the water, a
pygmy meter 01 an AA meter attached to the calibrated rod was wad In high flow waters, an AA meter
with a 15 or 30 pound weight lowered from a bridge
on a handline was necessary. A tape measure was
stretched awss the creek and the width recorded.
The width was then divided into 20 lo 25 sampling
Intervals. At each interval, the distance on the tape
meawe and depth of water were recorded. Using a
stop watch and earphones attached to the meter. the
number of revolutions and lime in seconds also were
recorded.
Each time a discharge measurement was taken, a
sediment sample also was collected. In addition, sedlment samples needed to be collected at four sites
every other day in order to provide base data for the
study. This was difficult for the park’s small resource
management staff to periorm on a regular basis.
Therefore, members of the park’s visitor protection
staff, who had expressed an interest 01 had a background in resource management, were trained to take
the samples and incorporated base dala sampling
into their daily patrols of the park.
An expensive part of such a study IS the laboratory
analysis ot the samples, and project funding was not
sufiicient to cover all labcos1s. Therefore, a laboratory
was constructed Inside the park The paws rasou~ca
management staff was trained by a technician from
the USGS Laboratory in Harrisburg, Pa. to perform
the laboratory procedure.
Fteld data were wlkcted from June, 1983 through
May, 1985. The USGS has prepared tables of data
collected during the project including dally discharge
rates and dally sediment loads for the four permanent
sites. Graphs showing gage height vs. sediment load
and gage height vs. discharge are available for all
sttes that have staff gages. Graphs showmg discharge vs. sediment load are available for all 24 sites.
Maps of major drainages and slope erodlbllity prepared by USGS have already been entered inlo the
p&s Geographic Information System to provide a
basis on which todevelop General Management Plan
alternatives regarding suitable locations Ior trails, fire
roads. and pIcnickIng and camping facilitlas.
The USGS will submit a final report to the park this
spring. That report will identify “base flow’ sediment
which results from natural emson and Indicate where
the creek IS receiving accelerated sediment loads. It
will delineate the time of the year and the types of
hydrological conditions that can be expected 1o produce heavy sediment loads. By identifying sources of
sedlmentabon within the watershed. management action can be implemented at locations where sediment
is shown 10 originate. This will reduce the amount of
sedtment that enters the lakes.
The U.S. Geologic Survey deserves credit for its
flexibility in arranging for thts much needed study.
Their patience and neverendlng cooperation is ap
preciated, as is the assistance of the many others
who contrlbutad to this undertakIng. It should be noted
lhat a study of this magnitude, wan as a jotnt effort,
did reqwa an en~muw commitment on the part of
the park That commitment was dlftlcult at times for

one porn1 n the Ouaniico Creek.

(he parktosustain. However, not only hasthismnovative agreement made this three year study possible,
the park now has the equipment and trained personnel which enable it 10 continue analyzing the creek’s
sedimentation load on an ongoing basis. Further, the
park has gained a fully operational lab. This kind of
cooperative effori. both within parks and with outslde
organizations, is making it possible 10 obtain the scientific data on which effective reswme management
can be based.
Ha// is a Resource Manager. Pusso and Probus are
Park Technicians.

In the Next Issue
“Island Biogeography and ConservationStrategies”
by Peter White

One 01 fhe four gaging slatlons along lhe Quantico
Creek m Prrnce Willlam Forresf Park. I! houses wafer
level monitonng equipment and an aufomak water
sampler
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Acid Precipitation
Researchand Monitoring
in the NPS
By R. Herrmann

The phenomenon of “acid rain” or, more properly.
acid deposition, IS widely recognized as a matter of
broad public concern. Increased acidity has effects
on fish reprcduction, has been hypothesized to be
responsible for declines in aquatic life in a number of
remote Canadian, European and northeastern U.S.
lakes, and has been linked to forest decline in West
Germany, Central Europe and Eastern U.S. In additwn, air pollution is known to accelerate the deteriorabon of building materials, including historic buildings
and cultural monuments.
There are vast differences in the state of our knowledge in the various aspects of acid precipitation research. Much of what we know about the effects of
acidification and atmospheric deposition cannot be
directly applied to park environments and v?sourcas.
In reference to parks, we can say: 1) Parks are receiving acidic deposition with loadings highest in the east
and southeast; 2) there is a potential for irreversible
damage to sensitive cultural and natural rasourcas in
parks across the country; 3) these effects could be
potentially catastrophic for high elevation lake and
stream systems particularly those with salmonid
(trout) populations, high elevation boreal forests, and
sensitive cultural resourcas; and 5) the NPS through
its strong tie to the interagency research program will
get the needed answers over time.
The National Acid Precipitation Assessment Program (NAPAP), was proposed to improve our understanding of thecauses, effects and possible mitigation
of the “acid rain” problem. The NPS program includes
a coordinated and focused set of research. monitoring
and assessment activities that emphasize both natural and cultural rasourcas, involving National, Reg
ional and Park Staff (Table I). Natural ~sources research supported through NAPAP began in FY X2-‘83
in Isle Royale, Sequoia/Kings Canyon, and Rocky
Mountain National Parks and in FY ‘84 in Olympic
NP. Currently, NPS is cooperating through the interagency task force with the EPA, USDA, USGS, and
US Fish and Wildlife Service to study the sensitiwly
of natural resouvxs in the parks. Since 1980 the Service has established and operated National Atmospheric DepOsitionlNational Trends Network (NADPI
NTN) ‘acid rain’ monitoring sites in 26 NPS areas
and during FY ‘85 in cooperation with BLM has added
2 additional sites.
Cultural rasources research is focused on determining cause and effect links between atmospheric
deposition and deterioration of historic materials, particularly marble. limestone, and statuary bronze. This
effort includes laboratory research, and in situ
monitoring of cultural resources !n parks, and controlled field exposures at several sites selected to rapresent the range of potentially impacted environments. Long-term research sites have bean established at Mesa Verde NP in Colorado at Independence Nabanal Historic Park in Pennsylvania. Additional sites will be added in future years. NPS research has begun to identity sensitive cultural resources in the U.S., both in parks and privately owned
historic properlies. Finally, laboratory and field ra-

search is underway to evaluate potential strategies
to protect cultural resources from damage that results
from acid deposition.
Deposition Monitoring
The NAPAP operating research plan states that
documenting the temporal and spatial trends of the
chemical composition of atmospheric deposition in
the United States is fundamental to assessing the
problem of acid deposition. The National Trends Natwork (NTN) in which NPS participates is designed lo
provide a record that will allow the detection of chemical trends in atmospheric deposition. The network is
operated consistently nationwide, and data collected
are stored in a single computerized data base that is
available on request. Wet deposition (rain and snow)
is presently monitored at 150 wet deposition monitoring sites nationwide. Each site is considered to be
representative of precipitation over a broad region as
sites are required to be located to minimize significant
influence ol local atmospheric emission sourcas.
Plans to monitor dly deposition (gases, aerosols. and
particulate matter) on a pilot scale will ba implemented
beginning in 1986.
Al present wet deposition samples are collected
weakly and analyzed for major cations, anions, pH
and acidity at the Illinois Water Sway, Central Analytical Laboratory. Data are presented in the form of
national scale maps of concentration and deposition.
Operation of NTN sites will extend to FY ‘92 and
beyond as long as the need for information remains.
Long-term monitoring of the chemistry of atmospheric
deposition is being conducted at 28 NTNiNADP sites
by NPS in cooperation with USGS (Table II). ELM,
NOAA and state agencies. Data available at the Na-

Table 2
NPS Areas Operating
NADPiNTN Atmospheric Monitoring Siies
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
Il.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25
26.
27.
28.

Denali (McKinley) NP, Alaska
Grand Canyon NP. Arizona
Buffalo River NP. Arkansas
Organ Pipe Cactus NaII. Mon., Arizona
Yosemite NP, Calllornia
Sequoia-Kings Canyon NP, California
Rocky Mountain NP. Colorado
EvergladesNP, Florida
Isle Royale NP, Michigan
Glacier NP, Montana
Theodore Roosevelt NP. North Dakota
Great Smoky Mountains NP, Tennessee
Big Bend NP. Texas
Shenandoah NP. Virginia
OlymptcNP, Washington
Yellowstone NP, Wyoming
Indiana Dunes NL. Indiana
Mesa Verde NP, Colorado
CapeCodeNS,Massachusens
Hawaii Volcanoes, Hawaii
CratersoftheMoon NM, Idaho
Acadia NP, Maine
Guadalupe Mountains NP, Texas
Custer Banlefleld NM, Montana
LehmanCavesNM, Nevada
Capultn Mountain NM, New Mexico
BryceCanyon NP. Utah
Band&r NM, New Mexico

tional Park Service operated and maintained sites for
the period of record are too short to draw any
conclusions.
Park Studies
The National Program of studies, as a component
of NAPAP, expands the nationally availabledata base
by emphasizing ecosystem studies. To accomplish
this the National Park Selvice has established a limited number of research sites which correspond to
Continued

Table 1
NPS Acid Precipitation Research Activities Ito 1985)

RM
WR
PN
PN
RM
MA
NC

on next page

nationally representative ecological regions along the
deposition gradient from easf to west. Sites include
the “ckanesl” continental area (Olympic NP) with little
potenbal for sews Impact as well as areas (Sequoia
NP, Isle Royale NP, Rocky Mountain NP) that, while
still thought to be relalwely unimpacted, contain
places and resources highly sensitive to acid precipitation. Our intent is to obtain a basic understanding
of the strucfure and function of these ecosystems relative to anthropogenic atmosphere deposition. In
order to achieve these broad goals it is necessary
that each study sitecollectaprescribedsetof
information to address selected core questions. Another use
of thesedatais toanswerecologlcallyimportantqueslions about system response. These measurements
emphasize background data acquisition required for
analysis and that will be of value for inter-site and
intra-site comparisons.
The core requtrements are intended to provide information necessary to address the following objectives:
1, Quantity seasonal inputs of atmospheric deposition in the form of rain and snow.
2. Take steps to initiate the monaoring of dly deposition, including ozone. sulfur dioxide, nitrogen
oxides, particulates, and quantify potential impacts
of dry and wet deposition.
3. Characterize lOcal climatological parameters.
4. Establish a long-term data base for defection of
varlatlons in surface water chemistry.
5. Establish a long-term data base on the biology
(composltion, structure, phenolcgy and population
dynamics) of selected plant and fauna1 population
thought 10 be potentially sensitive to acid deposition.
6. Develop watershed (input/output) measurements
for water and selected inorganic chemical constituents.
Our approach is based on the precept that ecosysterns undergo long-term change in response to incremental alteration by natural and anthropogenic factors. Relatively few studies underway in North
America will have the longevity necessary to detect
the often subtle effects of such factors in natural
ecosystems. As a component of the National Acid
Precipitation Assessment Program, the National Park
Setwe’s ecosystem studies program can make a
unique and significant contribution. Units of the National Park System encompass a diverse anay of the
nabon’s ecological diversity and the natural resources
withln these units are protected in perpetuity by law.
As a result most are relatively undisturbed and many
contain outstanding examples of mature ecosystems.
Those with disturbed sites became such due largely
to natural perturbation and represent successional
ecosystems. Such conditions provided a unique op
portun~ty to undeltake long-term ecosystem studies.
The long-tern, management goals and the protected nature of the National Park System provide a
umque basis for long-term studies to develop the
background information against which to document
relationships befween ecosystem effects and atmosphenc deposition of potentially toxic substances. In
this way the NPS program makes it possible to assess
the nature of changes in representative unmanipulatad and protected ecosystems and prowdes a basis
for comparison with theeffotisof other agencies such
as the National Lake Survey, National Terrestrial Survey and National Soils Suway.
Herrmann 6 Chief of the Appled Research Branch
of fhe NPS Water Resources Division in Fori Coll;ns,
co.
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